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SUMMARY

I . Project Title

Proliferation Resistant Fuel Cycle Technology

II. Objectives and Importance of the Project

This study gives an account of nuclear proliferation issues of nuclear fuel

cycles and of available measures for preventing diversion of sensitive nuclear

materials with a view to look for technical alternatives that would enhance

peaceful use of nuclear energy.

IH. Scopes and Contents of the Project

The issues of dual use in nuclear technology are analysed for nuclear fuel

cycle with special focus on uranium enrichment and spent fuel reprocessing

which are considered as the most sensitive components in terms of

vulnerability to diversion. Technical alternatives to mitigate the vulnerability,

as had been analysed in depth during the NASAP and INFCE era in the late

seventies, are reviewed to characterize the DUPIC fuel cycle alternative.

On the other hand, the new realities in nuclear energy including the

disposition of weapon materials as a legacy of cold war are recast in an

angle of nuclear proliferation resistance and safeguards with a discussion on

the concept of Spent Fuel Standard concept and its compliance with the

DUPIC fuel cycle technology.

IV. Results and Recommendations

The results of this study would serve to scoping of future research

directions for proliferation resistant fuel cycles with special regard to DUPIC

alternative as a unique technology initiated by Korea on international

dimension.
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7) T] tb NASAP^l^ (Non-proliferation Alternative Systems Assessment

Program)-!: ^ ^ f ^ ^ , ° 1 ^ ^ M H ^ 'g-^i^Hl^ IAEA^^: §H1 INFCE

(International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation)7r *g *|

NASAP4

«>ovov4[1)2|3]. NASAP/INFCE^
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£ 1 .

0 We will defer indefinitely the commercial reprocessing and recycling of
the plutonium produced in the U.S. nuclear power programs. From our
own experience, we have concluded that a viable and economic nuclear
power program cam be sustained without such reprocessing and
recycling. The plant at Bamwell, South Carolina, will receive neither
Federal encouragament nor funding for its completion as a reprocessing
facility.

(2) We will restructure the U.S. breeder reactor program to give greater
priority to alternative designs of the breeder and to defer the date when
breeder reactors would be put into commercial use.

0) We will redirect funding of U.S. nuclear research and development
programs to accelerate our research into alternative nuclear fuel cycles
which do not involve direct access to materials usable in nuclear
weapons.

® We will increase U.S. production capacity for enriched uranium to
provide adequate and timely supply of nuclear fuels for domestic and
foreign needs.

@ We will propose the necessary legislative steps to permit the U.S. to
offer nuclear fuel supply contracts and guarantee deliverly of such
nuclear fuel to other countries.

© We will continue to embargo the export of equipment or technology that
would permit uranium enrichment and chemical reprocessing.

® We will continue discissions with supplying and recipient countries alike,
of a wide range of international approaches and frameworks that will
permit all nations to achieve their energy objectives while reducing the
spread of nuclear explosive capability. Among other things, we will
explore the establishment of an international nuclear fuel cycle
evaluation program aimed at developing alternative fuel cycles and a
variety of international and U.S. measures to assure access to nuclear
fuel supplies and spent fuel storage for nations sharing common
nonproliferation objectives.
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3. 2. NASAP/INFCE S.JLM

• NASAP(DOE/NE-000l,1980)

VOLUME

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

S U B J E C T S

Executive Summary

Program Summary

Proliferation Resistance

Resource & Fuel Cycle Facilities

Commercial Potential

Economics & Safety Analysis

Safety & Environmental Considerations for Licencing

International Perspectives

Advanced Concepts

Reactor & Fuel Cycle Descriptions

• INFCE(IAEA,1980)

Working Group

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

S U B J E C T S

Fuel and Heavy Water Availability

Enrichment Availability

Assurances of Long-term Supply of Technology, Fuel
and Heavy Water and Services in the Interest of
National Needs Consistent with Nonproliferation

Reprocessing, Plutonium Handling, Recycle

Fast Breeders

Interim Storage(between discharge from reactor to either

reprocessing plant, or final disposal)

Waste Management and Disposal

Advanced Fuel Cycle and Reactor Concepts

Summary Volume
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NASAP/INFCE

fe(wait and see)

[6,7].
START(Strategic Arms Reduction Talk)^

]. o) 2]

^(Excess Nuclear Material)^- ^ ^ ^ f e ^ ^ ^ l *fl*H ^e i 7M

^-ffe ^^^-¥-el-^«LS ^Tfl ^-^ (blend

^ 7)

SL̂ p ^^«>fe "Dual Track Approach"7V

[10].

g y o f

Cold War)«l € *1
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tfl^c]

^7](elimination)^^^l
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^ ^ 3 3 (vertical)

fe "The misuse by a government of nuclear

fuel cycle facilities, know-how, or materials to assist in the acquistion,

manufacture or storage of a nuclear weapon"^^ °1# •^• ĵ-x :̂̂  (national)-^ 3^

-national) t*^^. %^

(non-proliferation)6l 5(1-2-4

resistance)6!

eration

^#(removal/withdraw)Srfe

(diversion resistance)'<>1

(weapons-usable)
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«j^^(transmutation)&

fe SNM(Special Nuclear Material).^ ziejJL IAEA^l^-b SFM(Special

Fissionable Material) S.

fe "IAEA Safeguards

Glossary"!- ^ ^ ^ ^r

2.

A}- 3fl o

^ S ^

3.

(deliberate)"?] ^^-7] 7fl^--g- *ffe ^ 4 - T T ^ - ^ ^ ( i n d e p e n d e n t ) ^
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. ^ IAEA

4.

. 71 #

(once-through cycle)7V

7\2\7\

o] ^-^. 41^^(vulnerable point)^-
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(strategy) A

^1^(protracted)^

nfl-f

71

(diversion path analysis)^ rfl«fl>H-fe- 4-S-
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nfle|^(attractiveness)4 cfl

(detecting goals)^

2.

7V-

- IAEA

- USDOE

- USNRC (self-protection)

^-g-31-7)
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SL 3.

(Isotopics)

U-235

Pu-239

(Reactor Grade)

20%°lS}-

(Weapon Grade)

90% *)<#

95% ̂ H>

DOE^

19%

"Pu-240

Pu-240

o.S.-b SQ(Significant Quantity)7}-

8Kg, U-235^

SQ

°1

r SQ

(conversion

(detection

[10].

1-3^,
. oi

1 - 3 7 1 ) ^ ,

7-10^,

^ (timeliness)^
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INFCE 5!i7l

l 2.<y

I ^ ^ NASAPJ4

o|

4. NASAP4

NASAP

• $JjJ=L7| 7]]<|}-o]j 3]jl_cV ^ ^

1= x)

INFCE

o] ul NASAP4
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3.

INFCE-

-f

A]

^(denaturing)^

(l)

)^-S.^ ^ ^ - ^ (batch)

(2)
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4E12]. zieiM-, ° ^ ^ 5 . ( ^ 3 } 3 4 4 Atucha)^

^.^.A-1 NASAP4

(1)

(2)

(3)
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INFCE4 i ^ ° l
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3? Sf

~140kg(PWR8)
~30kg(FBR§)

ai

U02

U Nitrate

Pu Nitrate
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:" (Plutonium MineH

A.

4.

7h NASAPANFCE^ ^ £

NASAPANFCE2] ^ o ]

NASAP4

(1) NASAP

JL-i-Sl-

(2) INFCE
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NASAP4

fe NASAP4

(1)

(Co-location)7i|^

o-processing):

PUREX^

(Thorex)
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S. 5.

Pu(IV)Oxalate

Pu(m)Oxalate

(Sol-Gel)^

+

(COPECAL)

• H2O2nJAS. ^ ̂ 7 > ^

•^!^^£7F #

• ^^-7}- -§-ol

• ^*171- ?>^-

^^1(40%^!^^ PuO2)

• 7l#7fl^ 1 -^^-

•7i^7fly}- #^^ -

• 7 l^ ! rSHI

•7l7Jl^ &^

X

X

X

0

0

0
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*l^-3fe U-2354
U-238S.

Pu-238 (567 W/kg)-i-

) . Pu-238

1 nflg-ofl ^ o l £ 5%^1^-i- '3

7] %

•Cf

Cf-252

3E-1- ^ ^

PUREX Î

tfl«ll^fe NASAP4
o] «ovo>ol

- irradiation)

-T-^-^11 *9 (Partial- £ fe Low-Decontamination)

PUREX^ *«*1E1 ^ ^ 6 | | A 1 ^^-<i -«B^#(Fission Products)-!-

[16]
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A]

} H \ Qg.7} s\°]°\ # 4 . ^ i L ^ M ! - ^ ^ -^ 5J ^ - § - H ) - ^ - ^ ^ s.6

. DUPLEX-b

Spikingyov^^r -a-§-^-«l-7l ^ « f l A ^ c}-§.j!|.

^3}-^?] (oxygen potential) <H] cfltt spikant^

°1 uov°J:̂ r 1-^-S^- 3*11

^ ^ ^ ( t r a c e r )

(tracer)* *d*H^ o]^^5-lr ^^^TJM- i ^ l - aJ-q-^:^Sl7flsV^ uo>ov>°l

4 . ^1# 1"^ Kr-851- J 1

^#*f^r signatures.^
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S. 6.

Sc-46

Co-60

Zn-60

Ru-106

Ag-110

Sb-124

Ce-144

Os-194

«J:#7l

83.9<H

5.26 id

245 <a

367H

25311

6011

284 <a

60»d

(X10-4%)

374

30

108

343

37

8800

4220

8400

€ i

€ i

27,000 RAi7}-

Co-60

Ru-106

Ce-144

3X. TH

* Co-604
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DUPLEX Spiking (Co/Ru)
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REMOTEX

Thermite ^ ^

thermitel- ^ fe

inert matixH
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5.

. 0}

Idaho*} Savannah River^

n 5a4.
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1.

(IAEA)7V ^--a^ ^Ml^r cfl^-^-^ iL^-S^l ^^-o] IAEA*!]?!7*1384. IAEA

To establish and administer safeguards designed to ensure that
special fission and other materials, services and equipment,
facilities, aninformation made available by the IAEA or at its
request or under its supervision or control are not used in such
way as to further any military purpose.

To apply safeguards, at the request of the parties, to any
bilateral or multilateral arrangment, or at the request of a state,
to any state's activities in the field of atomic energy.

1965 (INFCIRC/26) : %

1966/1968 (INFCRC/66/REV.2) : " ^ ' K i t e m specific)

1971 (INFCIRC/153 *r
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2.

^(Safeguards Agreement)-!- ^Mt}(INFCIRC/153). IAEAJSL

(1) EUR ATOM

EURATOM^

el-. 50\itlH S^>3E:efsl 77^ 9*OH1^^- EURATOM^ S L ^ a ^ l ^ - i - "ores,

source material and special fissile material are not diverted from their

intended use as declared by the users''^. Tf^«l-^^-. 2.?t NPT7><y

Vfe New Partnership Approach^

(2) ABACC

1991 \i «
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(Domestic Safeguards)

INFCRC/153^

for Accounting and ControlW

Arrangement)^

3. IAEA

-State System

IAEA2t;8-2:A|-

^ ^ (Subsidiary

(undeclared)*}$•£•
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A. ^ 1 ^ ^ e l (Material Accountancy)

*r*l(balance)«fl
l^ (Mater ia l Balace

Area)-!- A MBA^I

Accounting)^ Handling)^

Analysis)

Measurement Point)£-5

^il^^-^^lfe AA-^(Destructive

«] A ^(Non-Destructive Assay)uov^^ ^ -8 -SJJ I 5U4.

l (discrepancy)-^ MUF

(Material Unaccounted For)S.^

0.2%,

^ MUF

0.3%,

MUF71- SQ

MUF

^ £ ( % )

0.2%

1.0%

±^3. (30t HM/y)

0.04

0.2

Vd^Kkg)

0.48

2.4

^Tr-HLdOOt HM/y)

0.13

0.67

\i^-(kg)

1.6

8.0

tflfl-S. (800t HM/y)

€#(kg)

1.1

5.3

Hl?r(kg)

12.8

64
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.i4 <>13£- J i#

*-8-*rfe TT-§-^ wov^°l - ^ A l # 741 ^ 2 ] (Near Real Time Accounting)

4 . -S-331 ̂ (Dynamic Accounting) ^ 3 3 °1

TASTEX, LASCARS)

(1) ^-^(Destructive Analysis)

Laboratory) ^

coulometry^

3.71 •

2i=S}-2:^l(IAEA, EURAT0M)7l- A]

EAfe 1966^^1 Seibersdorf^l -f

(SAL, Safeguards Analytical

^. o^^.^ Davies-Gray

^ 1 ^ 7 1 1 ^ - 1 - T^^I^A^ iL^^-^l-

fe- potentiometry, amperometry, and

mass spectrometry7|-

SAL.5L

fe resin bead technique*]

Aj-g-o] mass spectrometer7}- . ae|L|-

°1^^1 mass spectrometers^

isotope dilution gamma-ray resin bead technique°l

[291.

spectrometers

Tokai % EURAT0M4M

mass

5a
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(2) o ] ^ ^ ^-^(Nondestructive Assay)

-r 5Ufe °l ̂  (portable) MCAfe

microprocessor^ CMOS «U^s] ^-^-^ .S . ^^=^- s ]$ iA^ , # t-}

HLNC, AWCC UFBR ^-^l bulk material

bulk

(3)

bulk AI^CHIA^O; 7%%#eJ{o)c±. bulk A I ^ ^ A ^ MUF

MUF = I - O + BI - El

I :

O: Output

BI: 27] ^

El:

bulk
A ] ^ ^ . ^ x] * ] - Ô  o> * ^ T^^ C.)

^ ^ e ) A ) 4 | ^ M O X

^-el (Near-Real Time Accounting)
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1 9 7 0 ^

1978^1 IAEA-fer tflfl-S. 1̂ *1 e)^1 ̂ * |̂-H^l i ^ ^ H W ^€-^> SJ£)# 7)1

W&feHl, cflfl-s bulk A]-aofl A] si ^1^^-el^ &&.$•& °1^^ IWG

RPS(International Working Group on Reprocessing Plant Safeguards)-!-

^ ^ IWG RPS^ <^?-^41- il^[32], tfl^fi

:^-S-^ NRTA °)-%-7\*\% ? 1 ^ « H L Si^.^, NRTA

5afe Afl^.^ «ov<?t# ^^-^ 6 > ^ c f s 71

NRTA-

(timeliness)4 ^l^-Aja.j[(Sensitivity goal)-§-
-E1 ^ ^ ^ ? ] THORP ^^e)^l^°fl NRTA1- 7]

NRTA uov^^°fl f̂lfl-S- bulk

• Adjusted Running Book Inventory(ARBI)

°1 ucv^^r 1988^ u l ^

• Cumulative Flux

L a Hague

cf^cf^l *k "r Si4.
UP-3 f̂l
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Batch Follow Up

*1 W8& batch #fl.sL ^ - i - ^ ^ <9=-§: 3^«\2.3.>H tb 7fl^ batch7f

Batch7r A)3]

Hanau MOX

(4)

Sl-b NRTA^l^^- # ^ integrated NDA

NRTA1- 3 L 4 ^ ^ - ^ - -^r^^V^l ^«fl^ NDA
1 (surveillance)AliEflo] a ^ s H ^<y- NRTA

(5)

NDA

^ , neutral net i = . S .

M-. ^^^-^1 (c/s)

^^(Containment)4 #*](Surveillance)i^lfe
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71

l(

4=^ (continuity of knowledge)-!- -fi-̂ 1 ̂ ^ -n~§-$-

IAEAfe M 3 ^«a°l 3*>

(1) T ' - ^ ^ E I »8"^(Zone Approach)

intra-zone(^
§i71 nfl̂ ojl IAEA

boundary)

(faciUty
^^^(material category)^

A}

LEU zone^ ^-f ^ - ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c ] # ^ ^ x ] i n p u t

i outpUt l̂̂ g CLS
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MOX

(2) - ^ ^ A I ^ A ] . ^ (Randomized Inspections)

SL2L

-a 3 ft ^ XI4.
^ X J - A I ^ ^ . ^ AFR ^ ^ A m ^.o] ^ 5}

tflfl-JiL A)̂ <HlAi in-line NDA 7]^7fl^-^ o] x ] ^

CANDU

(3) - T - ^ ^ A > ^ 7 ] ^ # °l-8-^r ^?> (Population of Inspection Opportunities)

PIV,

PIV A>^-, s.€- ^^VS.^1 tfltb ^ ^ > ^ - , ^-^r S ^ Al^ofl tfl^ flow

verification
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> =§:•§: =r*J*l-7] 3 $ *1 7] ̂  ̂  (inspection timing)^

5atf. ^l^r

7)

•S- n1 Xi^- 5!^S . ^.JL Jlcf. o j e l^ nl^-aiA>^- ^ ( S N R I , short notice

random inspections)^

4. IAEA^ iL^-S^l ^-^-^1^1 (SSS)

•5- IAEA-b J t ^ a ^ l 7J-^-^l^l(Strengthened Safeguards System)!-

4[36].
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(Institutional Arrangement)

1. N P T (Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons)

1968^1 >H1^<H 1970^^1 W"3LS]J1 1995^^1

fe 711* ^^-*J^# *>

(discriminatory)^
#71
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2. NWFZ (Nuclear Wepon Free Zone)

47)1

Treaty of Tlateloco

Treaty of Ragotonga

Treaty of Bangkok (•§•#<>> H

Pelindaba Treaty (<4=.

3.

HM«r
Supplier's Group)2.

NSG (Nuclear

°1

# ^ (special fissionable material)^ ^ e l ,

«1 ^•OJ^1 (especially designed or prepared)#*l £ f e

1971»d "Zangger List"-

rigger)^-?fl^

1974\i

NPT7]-

1974-d

^ 1975V1
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4.

- ^ .^^^(Convention on the Physical Protection of

Nuclear Material).

1997Vl°11 ' g - M IAEA^ « ^ # ^ ^ #^^«o v 5l^^7l^(INFCIRC/225)^ 1993

3^- (rev.3)7l-

511 cf.

5.

. NASAP4 INFCE

5S14.

7f. INFCE

(Regional Fuel Cycle Centers)

^ (International Nuclear Fuel Authority)

(International Plutonium Storage)
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»4. EURATOM

^ EURATOM-§- #

Cf.

(1) nil

^ 6 } A] 6 } ^

(2)

• ASIATOM

EURATOM-I-

•PACATOM

ASIATOM«fl
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QKt3 fl^ NASAP

4 INFCE^l V ^

1. NASAPANFCE

SI71 nfl̂ -ofl CfZ^-^o] ^-^o^Ai ^ ^ - ^ ^ . 5 . ^S5|<H6|: *Vc]-. NASAP /INFCE

L^-5.(HTR)JE

NASAP4
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S. 8. NASAP/1NFCE°1M

NASAP

7 } £

3*11

•^^-^

• ^
• tA-*^

• - i -S^ uovX

INFCE

^^S .^71

U-Pu

•LWR

• HWR

• HTR

^ ^

•LWR

• HWR

• HTR

• LMFBR

• GCFR

U-Th

•HWR

•HTR

•LWR

•HWR

•HTR

• LMFBR

• GCFR

•3 ell : LWR = Light Water Reactor

HWR = Heavy Water Reactor

HTR = High Temperature Reactor

LMFBR = Light Metal Fast Breeder Reactor

GCFBR = Gas Cooled Fast Reactor
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2.

1997V1 6-i^l IAEA^fl^ 7f l^^ ^ - ^ ^ a x l - g - "Nuclear Fuel Cycle and

Reactor Stategies : Adjusting to New Realities''^- <>]$& ^i^l*!-

(Steering Committee)^]*\ $)%-•& 67fl ^-¥-«V (Working GroupW

fe^; (Key Issue Paper)-!-

(1) ^8^1 ^ M ^ ] ^ 'S- (KIP-1)

-MlTil ^^ i ^ r ^4337lS.Ai # # ^ ^ r 348

^l^^-cr IIASA(Intemational Institute for Applied Systems Analysis)5f

WEC(Would Energy Council)^ &q<$ £\tb& ^ ^ 333 GWe, ##1,805 GWe,

fe 1,132 GWe^-S <i^s]5Jcf. o ] e ^ «fl# ^ ^

fe ^ g.^|7> 81-8- ^ J ^ S . JiM-

^ 2050V1
SL7l nfl̂ -ofl ojofl tfl#

il assay) ^ V ^ ^ ^ ,

0.15%S. ^ ^ ^ -fel-^-^-^-i- 25%
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5. IAEA2] "

4
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(2) ^-f-S-Tr # 3 (KIP-2)

1 9 9 6 ^

170€-°]

(3) n9lS.^7)s] «j>^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (KIP-4)

^ tb €•

^.^ 7)1

(4)

^ IAEA7f



(5) ^ (KIP-6)

fe DUPIC-I- PannelS

-^^^^-7VS1^(Technical

Committee Meeting)^ ^1^-^r "Fuel Cycle Options for LWRs and HWRs

1998^ 4 ^ ?W4S1 Victoria^ 4 7fl3jsl$Jl.S.nj KAERI^ D U P I C t ^ i

(1) 2015-2050
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(2)

tailing^)

5a4.

(3)

3.3.,

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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4.

(1) PUREX

*%<££.$) ̂ e ) « ^ A S PUREXfe

(2)

=9-71 ̂ o .

(3)

(AR) £E r̂

modular
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(4)

(5)

^. 7fl

3.

^S. NERI (Nuclear Energy Research Initiative)

v)s]$\6\] *11 f ^ H 1998^ 10^ 1900^1-^

-W-7l^(cross-cutting science and technology)
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4.

. 1998H1 10€ ^ 3 ^ Paul-Scherrer ^ ^ i

OECD/NEA Workshop "Advanced Reactors with Innovative

Fuels' '^ «>lel^ -M|7flaj ^%^- cfl^s]-^ 43fl.£>1 ?]<t*\ tfl-g-g- ^ . ^ « > ^ £ 9

7\.
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a 9.
Advanced Reactors with Innovative Fuels

(OECD/NEA Workshop, 1998. 10. 21-23, PSD

• Actini

• Thorium

<?>*Î  #AoV

- H ^ MOX

• ^ " ^

•DUPIC

•IFBA

•CAPRA

• 100% MOX

y] #

• KAERI/AECL(^:^-/7flM-cf)

•BNFU^^")

• TUI/Halden(i^l ^ )

• PNC(O^^-)

• CEA(i^)

•BNFLC^^")

• JAERI, MHI^(O^^-)

• CEA/EDF(S^-^)

• Actinide +

• Hybrid

• Pu Burning

•LWR

• HWR

•IFR

• Full Closing

• Hybrid

• CEA(i^-^)

• E O W & )

• TUK^-^)

• JAERI(«J£)

• POLMI(ol^-Bl6»

• ANL/CRIEPK o]^-/^^-)

• JAERK^^-)

• O R N L ( D I ^ )
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71-g-^OJcf.

4-8-4

NASAP4

*H A^afl 2±al^ * 4 .

. NASAP/INFCE
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: • Pu Hi U-233
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HTGR-denatured Th

I
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1. U-Pll^M (UL^l

(1) «1 £

^LS.*] PWR(W), BWR(GE), 3LB)3L 3 A)

o OA-0.5%3. ^ -^ l f e

0.8-0.9%^^£.*\ 1000 MWe-8-^^1 ^ - f ^ 200 kg°fl

NASAP/INFCE^H

(2) ^^S .^o l^^ l<H^(SSCR)

SSCR(Spectrum Shift Control Reactor)^ ^ ^ r ^ i§^*l- #£r*)7Y %:•&

^ HOV^ 6 . 5 . ^ 7 )

SSCR^r
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(3)

. NASAP4

30-40%^

rfl<s>o.5.A^ NASAP/INFCE^Ai

spiking(Co-60)^4 i0]?]^^}

(4) ATR (Advanced Test Reactor)

Fugen(165MWe)

^- «£i*l-&cK6]. ZLEiq- eefl ^ ^ - ^ Fugen^

=9 ^ ^ 4 4 i r ^ r ^ ^ r ^ °1 ̂  •§•
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M-. ^-^rS.(Heavy Water Reactor)

(1)

^ I'd £ 4 1 ^ ^ # ^ 1 ^ U-235

^ 4

340kg

(2)

NASAP/INFCE* 7fl7)S. o

71-x] 7 1 ^ ^ HJ-^-I-
 A J^^ : ^r SU^-"! NASAP

*^-21 (coprocessing)
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Mfl£l
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1
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:»
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|

1
1
I
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—"»-™" • (SSI)

i
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T
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>u

7.
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PUREX^

blanket^-S.

blanket^

2. U-
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(1)

(seed-blanket)^

(2)

(3)

(blanket)S.

Peach Bottom^ 5)0}0] &!£$. Fort St.Vrain^l Si4.

°1 •§- §• •§:

Si 4.
General Atomics^l^

:71

0.5%,

20%
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(4) LMFBR (Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor)

fertile!-*J£.>H U-238tfl^l Th-2321- 4-8-*M ^ 3 f e U-233^-

core l̂l ^*W2.2. £fe £-f-4 #*f| *}-%•%: <r Si4.

blanketS.3. *Vfe 3 - f t U

(5) LWBR (Light Water Breeder Reactor)

^ ^ ^ MEUM- HEU1-

(6) GCFR (Gas Cooled Fast Reactor)

] ^ LMFBRSl

(Thorex)7l- l-7l-sl«l-cf. i x e ^ Th-233£r - ^ ^ ^ i TU-238S.

•^ Thorex^7ll- ^ - ^ ^ ^ 51 cf.

U-233°l
©.S. -fMsl^r (self-sustainainable) U-233^ ^^ -< i^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r 2.7^.4
3.71 nfl
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(1)

(2) U-

Pu-t- Mfl4«l"c- tfi^l j lTf#-f^^- i : 4-§-*V^ * O H S U-235 £ ^

*cv^ U-238^1 ^^s l 'H Sl^l ^-c- c f l ^ l ^ . i7l<^5.-^ U-235^^£

20%!- Sf^fl 5-^«VCti AV-i-«Vi, ^-8-^^^5-fe *fl*M*M U, Pu, Th-I- £•

. U-233-i- £ ^ * m ^ ^ ^ ^ U-2351

-Ei 2.6

(3) ^ ^ U-233/Th^7l

«1 cfl°v>̂  £•§-«] <£5.^r7HH U-235cfl^^] Th-2331-

, U-233(12%)4

U-238-̂ l

Pu/Th^7l<2} ^ ^ (symbiotic)^^^r
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DU
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1 i1 .
r
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1
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NASAPANFCES]

i^a]( iSotopics)^-^l- ^^(degradation)

^ NASAP/INFCE^I

l.

°] -8-^TT Civilian Extraction^ 4 ^ ^ - S NASAPANFCE1- 7fl7l

EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute)*} ^ ^ UKAEA (United Kingdom

Atomic Energy Authority)^ ^ #2fl PUREXS] « | ^ A | . ^*J-^^- 7flA]*Vr4^ «ov

° J A ^ 1978>d 2 ^ 27°̂ . ^ ^ € DC«fl^ 7fl^^l 4 5^r Energy Technology

Conference °fl>H 1̂

7V.

s] ^-8-i- ^ PUREX^

MBA1-

(coprocessing)

(partial decontamination)
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* v 1 .fl 1 ^ | ^1 AH r 1

r

•U+Pu S=SJ
(DF= 1,000)

Pu(NO3)4 UO2(NO3)2

UO2(NO3)2

9. CIVEX
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CIVEX-b 7)1 ^

(1) SAFAR (Safeguarded Fabrication and Reprocessing)

df.

•fetl 80«d^2i ^ r V l ^ ^ ^^1 °1 ^ f e EPRKElectric Power Research

^-^-^. Exxon Nuclear<Hl s>\t% ^^8s]^^[14,15,16,17.18].

SAFARI

-^(gel-sphere pac)u
o

v^-

^l-^S.(particle fuel)^

(vibratory compaction)7l^s]

^ #-^(sol-gel)uoVlti^- ^ ^ -

«»>•§•

£1 ^ ^ ^ H 2 : # -§-°l*l-7ll

<dl> 1,500^

Exxon Nuclear^

(2) FRAD

NASAP/INFCE

Development Program)?fl*? •§-

FRAD(Fuels Refabrication and

4Sicf[21,22]. °1 ^ 1 ^ ^ DoE^V*]- 47fl <y
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LWR, FBR,
-i-, T h - U ^ l " , Th-Pu^S^-i-i-i- U-232^

Spiking *3#^ ^-n>^^o.s . « ^ > ^ « l ^ 5 . # *V*| A) ̂ 6\]x\

PeUet, Gel-Sphere-Pac,
Hybrid^ ̂  (Gel-Sphere-Cal)^- ^ 7 r tfl^vo.^ pibtfl-S.^ A ] ^ A . ̂ ^ 1 9 8 5

r ^ ^ ^ r ^ 1990-1995^^
0.14 SAFARI

1000^^^ ^-^^^(single extraction)^

M(co-location)vfl

€t}[23].

(1)

(2)

5) a (blanket) ̂ S . 51-
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(3)

«|<?!S.7>

2.

A o V c > l

:71 ofl fe-

. PUREX

, MAi

S14[24].

71-.

(1)

IFRdntegral Fast Reactor)S.

Laboratory)^>H

ANL(Argonne National

A] *j5.(EBR-H) ^ ^ - ^

1994^ n

[25,26].

Clinch

xl el (treatment) S

Si3 7l

. 1994H1

^ 1 : 5̂  oL

fe- 500 o

(LiCl-KClHM
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, Pu, TRUM^rt-g- Cd^-^1 Pu:U=3~4:lul^ 4M(deposit)

*fl^^(electro-refining)1^°-£. -g-elfe

refining)^^Ji^ 7)^*\SL3. 3.7]]

Halide Slaggingwov^€• A>-§

^l^^l^(Decontamination Factor)^ 100-1,

^ (U:Pu:Zr=70:20:10) ^ ^ # 4 - Yttria

3. s\^& ^^JE7l-q^I-H ^^1 ^(fused) ^ l,400t:s. 7^«l-^ ^ A ) . ^ ^

(injection casting)u
o
v^-£-S. ^-^^S-g-^- ^^cf. ^2:^r Vycor^s] -

(2) RIAR5]

^Al6>s1 RIAR(Reasearch Institute of Atomic Research)°1H IE ANL^ IFR

-8-Sj-*l ^JL 4 ^ (granulate)^ A S ^43}-oll z |^ ^!-^^^l (vibratory

compaction)*Kr 7]#-§

300<̂  4

^i W[29]. ^sfl
DOVITA1: ^^l^S-^AM- A

21 fe- 7|^C1C}.
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(1)

^ 5-10

PuC13AJC13 Hl-tr-g- 10^£^>^l feX|«l-fe- ^-f 90-95%^

IFR^S. €-̂ -S%-°fl-fe- minor actinide (Am, Cu, N p ^ H

(2)

^(charge)<fl

9X7]
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3. (Fluoride Volatility)

^ O]P]

^-uj(Fiuoride Volatility)^

"V 515.^, General

f PUREX1- 71 ^ ^ .

300MT/yr)^l -f

u> S IAL} Morris

a IO.

buffer^ ;^"ol ĵ J ! ^ ^ ^ " - ^ S .

71^™)^ ^
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(F2)

5)
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(PuF6)
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u.
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300-400V.*\\M HC17V^^ w V ^ M ZtC14S.

F2, C1F3,

PuF41-
TRU7}

U-2334

4. AIROX/DUPIC

7f. AIROX/DUPIC7l^ ^-^

(1) AIROX

AIROXCAtomics Internationa] Reduction and Oxidation)^- 1950^^

1960>dcfl ^HV^I-^1 nj-5?- Rockwell International^)-^ €^>^^-6>

Atomics International7}- Rocketdyne'S^^^MI - g ^ ^ W £ ^ ^ t l " 4

fe DUPIC«j
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1 31-
i a
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v y
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^ # 4 -g-e]

*!!.£. ^ 7 > * s l s . S . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (Low-Decontamination)*^

INELCIdaho National Engineering LaboratoryW*\ ?}<k*\ E}-^-^ 5?

•i- ^71-^- uf S14[36,37].

AIR0X7V ^I«?>sl5i6.^ 1999

VI 3 - 4 ^ 3 DoE^l

(2) DUPIC

DUPIC (Direct Use of Spent PWR Fuel in CANADU Reactors)

8flAaL 51^ .^ l994Vd-?-El^ IAEAS

DUPIC «j^5L^7l7l^s] 7fl^^ aj-ajvg. olu] 50^tfl P]^- HEDL (Hanford

Engineering Development Laboratory)^ ^<^!L^7l tfl«^^-^ X\

NASAP/INFCE
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. o]
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(2)
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5. 11. NASAP/INFCE

Co-location

MOXS.
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Pre-irradiation
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3.A

1. ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ JL^S.

^i=.^ i^rSXFast Mixed Spectrum Reactor)^

A>o]ofl

2.

fe 7] Sfl ̂  Efl 5]

^^-(Denatured Molten Salt Reactor)
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Flow Gaseous Core Reactor)

blanket^ ^ ^ A | ^ U-233^-

3.

inear Accelerator Fuel Regenerator Reactor)

«3JL^8^5.(Ternary Metal Fueled Electronuclear Fuel Producer)

blanket^M*

-b Pu, Th 3? U -̂S->H Pu^ ^1^-1 ^M^l^olaL T h ^

^ Slal 7

, U-233-1-
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4. Fusion-Fission Hybrid Reactor)

°l-8-*Hr 7HM SLsL ^ « H U JEÊ r Th

*K14 MeV^-)^ blanket^-
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1.

fe NPTS]
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°<M (Excess) «*

*1 (disposition)*13•&

.711

5a4.

7V.
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7V

=8--¥-7l71 ̂ (Stored Weapon

| A}

HEU
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(2)

A]

#«^1 1997V1

DTA(Dual Track Approach)

-fe- Dl^"4«)-S(U.S.National Academy of Science)

1994H1 ^ ^ ^ ^ - 7 > »£££}&cH51]. U.S.

NASAP/INFCE^ 7$^-$\ ^ ^

Fuel Standard)"^] cf. c i ^ uj

<2M!)oij
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S. 13.

(DOE/NE - 0001/8,1980)

00

(LMFBR.HTBR)
•8-

•yl Jlfl Qj 23

xZ-^*^n "o -̂ -

LEU(4~5%)

• ja^l-as: NU. DU

LEU(~10%) + Th

• H^S.: Th

LEU(~2%)

• Pu, Li, NU

• NU, Li, D2O

~iu "5J CJI
(I 1 ^H ^aol-8-*

1

3

3

20-80

3

2

4

?B ^ ^ •§•-^ ol i-l"^ ^ ^ V s l j l

^" ??• ic-2j /tfl ^1 H] ^ ?fl 7]'":^ c*l

^.fi.^l'—.5. >̂1] 2j] ̂ 1 ̂ 9 "^ S.nr7l Q

•8-4̂  ii^s^l .̂8-

LEU = Low Enriched Uranium, NU = Natural Uranium, DU = Depleted Uranium, Th = Thorium



2. Dual Track Approach

-5-4 1996\i 12^

AS. "Storage and Disposition of Weapon-Usable Fissile

Materials Final Programmatic Evironmental Impact Statement"

°)o] 1997*d 1*1 Dual Track Approach^ cflth "Record of Decision^-

5S4C55].

7\.
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$14.
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MOXJH

^ £ k JHdlAIM
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-o.s.A-] QIC (Can- In -Canister)

(1)

(2) CIC (Can-In-Canisten)

^^(pellet)A

3.

?! ^71-^ ^jg Red Team Report (1996)°1M &q& 4 S!i4[56]
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3X7] nfl^-^l ^

Office of Technology AssessmentCOTAHH 1995\1

Nuclear Safeguards and the IAEA'^1 DUPIC<Hl #n i i ^ } tfl-g-^

As an alternative to recycling, while retaining some of the energy value of
the plutonium, there has been some interest in a fuel cycle called "DUPIC" or
Direct Use of Spent Power Reactor Fuel in Candu reactors. This approach
envisions using spent LEU fuel directly in Candu natural-uranium reactors.
Canada has been pushing this as a long-term approach, and there is the
possibility that countries such as South Korea might be interested in the
future. The 0.9 percent Pu contained in the spent LWR fuel going in is
reduced to 0.2 percent Pu. The advantages of such an approach are that it
gets rid of much Pu, and what Pu is left has a smaller proportion than does
the original spent fuel of the Pu-239 isotope that is desirable for weapons.
One disadvantage is that radioactive fuel must be loaded into the Candu.
More seriously, by institutionalizing the processing of spent fuel into new fuel
to obtain additional energy, such a fuel cycle might still awaken interest in
chemical reprocessing of full-circle spent fuel and the development of a
plutonium fuel cycle.
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2. IAEA*f£L (IAEA-SM-346, 1998)

•£]-§-£! & £ IAEA£] "International Symposium on

Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Reactor Strategies • Adjusting to New Realities"

(1997,«1 ̂ IM-)^^ *&£.& Key Issue Paper 6(International Cooperation)^

DUPIC°fl

Another example of co-operation involving the back-end of the fuel
cycle is the concept known as "Direct Use of PWR spent fuel in
CANDU Reactors (DUPIC)." This concept, which is being explored
co-operatively by the Republic of Korea, Canada and the USE, involves,
as its name indicates, the direct refabrication and reuse, without
reprocessing, of spent fuel from light water reactors(LWRs) as fresh
fuel in pressurized heavy water reactors(PHWRs). Thus, for material so
utilized, DUPIC would eliminate the separation of pure plutonium as well
as the need for storage or other disposition of the LWR spent fuel,
without increasing the amount of PHWR spent fuel requiring storage or
disposal. While assessment of the economic and technical costs and
benefits of the DUPIC concept are outside the scope of this Working
Group, the Group regards it as an important example of international
co-operation that should be encouraged to proceed to the stage where
firm decision on demonstration and eventual deployment can be made.
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3. OECD/NEA

OECD/NEA^ Nuclear Science Committee^ >H fe 1995V! # # t t "Physics of

Pleetonium RecyclingCvol.l, Issues and Perspectives)^ chapter 7(Recycling of

Plutonium in Advanced Converter ReactorsHl>H DUPIC °fl cfl«fl cf^-jzf go]

In 1992 AECL, KAERI and the US Department of State, completed
Phase I of an assessment of using PWR spent fuel directly in CANDU
without reprocessing or use of any wet chmical process. This class of
synergistic fuel cycles is referred to as "DUPIC", for Direct Use of spent
PWR Fuel In CANDU [14]. The use of only dry processes enhances the
safeguardability of this fuel cycle. Two broad classes of direct use option
were considered' mechanical reconfiguration and powder processing.

The study concluded that one of the powder processing options,
OREOX(for Oxidation, Reduction of Enriched Oxide fuel) was most
promising, largely because of the homogeneity of the resultant powder and
pellets. One advantage of this option is that it removes a high fraction of
volatile and gaseous fission products, thereby improving fuel burnup. The
CANDU bumup with the OREOX option is predicted to be about 18
MWd/kg, using spent fuel from the reference Korean PWR, which has an
average discharge burnup of 35 MWd/kg (initial U-235 enrichment of
3.25%). Despite removal of some of the fission products the gamma
activity of the fuel remains high and it is clear that remote manufacturing
techniques in shielded facility will be required. The safeguards
assessment conclued that the proliferation risks of the DUPIC cycle are
minimal, and that presently known safeguards systems and technologies
can be modified or adapted to meet safeguards requirements.

The programme is now continuing with optimisation of the OREOX
process, fabrication of fuel elements and bundles from spent PWR fuel for
subsequent irradiation testing and post irradiation examination,
development of fabrication techniques and a safeguards technology.

From the point of view of the physics of the DUPIC cycle there do
not appear to be any impediments to its implementation, it is clear,
however that much development of other technologies is required.
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4. CISAC (Stanford University)

v]^ Stanford cfl̂ ISLS) CISAC (Center for International Security and Arms

Control)o^M 1997\i # ^ ^ "A Regional Compact Approach for the Peaceful

Use of Nuclear Energy" 3 DUPIC ±7$

South Korea's Research Program in DUPIC

Spent pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel can be used directly in
CANDU reactors without the need for conventional wet chemical
reprocessing (such as the PUREX process) or reenrichment. Atomic
Energy of Canada, Limited (AECL), the Korean Atomic Energy Research
Institute, and the United States Department of Energy are invoved in a
joint program to develop a process for the Direct Use of spent PWR fuel
into a form that can be used in a CANDU reactor without using wet
reprocessing technology. The spent PWR fuel is decladded and
refabricated by an oxidation-reduction dry process, OREOX. In OREOX,
the volatile and semi-volatile fission products are removed and all the
fuel materials and solid fission product are directly reused as DUPIC
fueL The inclusion of the highly radioactive fission product in the
DUPIC fuel requires that OREOX operation be remote or automated. It
also provides a radioation barrier to enhance the proliferation resistance of
the DUPIC fuel. The fissile content of the reference DUPIC fuel is
1.5wt%, which is more than twice that of natural uranium fuel.

AECL has already demonstrated many of the critical feature of the
advanced fuel cycle. DUPIC fuel bundles are simple and therefore
relatively easy to construct using remote/automatic handling technoligy.
This means that the advanced fuel cycle and in particular the DUPIC fuel
cycle are considered feasible by the South Koreans.

The proliferation resistance of the DUPIC technology should not be
focused on the OREOX process alone, The examination should involve
the entire DUPIC fuel cycle, including the operation of the DUPIC reactor.
A regular CANDU reactor employs a continuous refueling of natureal
uranium in pressurized fuel channels. It is easier to conceal dedicated
fuel channels for the production of desired weapons nuclear material in a
CANDU than in a standard LWR. Dedicated fuel bundles could then be
recycled as "deflected fuel" and processed through the remotely operated
OREOX for the recovery of clandestine weapons-usable material.
Stringent monitoring requirements are necessary for a DUPIC fuel cycle.
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FOREWORD

This document has been developed to address an important issue that has not

been adequately treated before. The objective is to provide guidance to those who will

be designing and developing nuclear power systems in the future on what non-

proliferation characteristics would be useful to incorporate into those systems.

The first commercial nuclear power systems were developed in the 1950s and

1960s. At that time the concerns about the potential adaptation of these civil systems

to support nuclear weapon development were not great. Concerns about the potential

utilization of civil materials, facilities and expertise to assist in the development of

weapons systems began coming to forefront in the late 1960s and 1970s. At that time,

those concerns were adequately addressed, primarily through the development of the

safeguards arrangements. However, in many instances expensive system

modifications or operational procedures were required. It is felt that many of those

non-proliferation concerns could have been adequately addressed if the non-

proliferation concerns had been considered early in the design and development stage of

the nuclear power systems. In the early stages of nuclear systems development, non-

proliferation characteristics could have easily been included in the system specifications

and design This document is intended to address this issue for future nuclear system

by providing developers of such systems with a non-proliferation methodology which

will permit inclusion of non-proliferation characteristics in fuel cycles and fuel cycle

facilities in the early stages - when it is easiest and least expensive to do so.

The IAEA wishes to express its thanks to all individuals who participated in the

development of the non-proliferation methodology described in this document and in

the preparation of this document itself for their efforts in the task Particular thanks

must go the Mr. Robert Page who served as chairman for these efforts and provided

outstanding leadership in bringing this work to a successful conclusion.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 1 BACKGROUND

The origin of the major nuclear fuel cycle being utilized throughout the world for
electricity generation can be traced back to the development of nuclear weapons in the 1940s.
From this common origin it is therefore not surprising that many of the technologies and
materials currently used in civil nuclear programmes are equivalent to those required to acquire
nuclear weapons. The potential for nuclear weapons proliferation via the implementation of
civil nuclear programmes has therefore long been recognized and is managed by the
international non-proliferation regime.

Efforts to reduce the threat of proliferation of nuclear weapons to more countries have
been based on several independent but mutually reinforcing elements. Many of the elements
of the international non-proliferation regime are institutional and are independent of individual
nuclear fuel cycles and their implementation, for example the application of IAEA Safeguards.
However, other elements which relate to specific materials and technologies, and verification of
their use may be effected by the choice of fuel cycle and its means of implementation.

Throughout the world existing fuel cycles and their supporting-facilities are being
optimized and new fuel cycles are being developed and evaluated. It is important that non-
proliferation considerations are included in these evaluations from the earliest stage so that fuel
cycles can be developed and implemented that incorporate specific characteristics that support
the effective implementation of the international non-proliferation regime.

There are many, potentially competing objectives that have to be addressed in the
identification, selection, development and optimization of new and advanced nuclear fuel cycles
and their associated facilities. In addition to non-proliferation these include economic, safety
and environmental objectives. As a consequence non-proliferation may only be considered
relatively late in the overall process and at a time when optimization may be costly, difficult or
even impossible. It is therefore important that due consideration be given to non-proliferation
issues from the earliest stages in the development and optimization of fuel cycles. This
facilitates the identification and adoption of concepts and processes that support the effective
implementation of the international non-proliferation regime at a time when it is easiest and
most cost effective to do so.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this document is to provide planners, scientists, engineers and decision
makers (those working in the field of nuclear fuel cycle development and optimization) with
guidance to ensure that non-proliferation concerns are given due prominence and timely
consideration throughout the development process. This should ensure that when future fuel
cycles are developed, appropriate features are included that allow the implementation of an
effective international non-proliferation regime. This should also help to establish an
international consensus on the non-proliferation performance of the new fuel cycles

13 SCOPE

This document considers those aspects of nuclear fuel cycles that may effect the
implementation of an efficient international non-proliferation regime. Although it concentrates



on technical issues, it also addresses some of the institutional issues that may be associated with
the internationalization of fuel cycle services.

1.4 STRUCTURE

Section 2 identifies the proliferation concerns that are associated with the development
and implementation of civil nuclear power programmes.

Section 3 reviews the non-proliferation characteristics of past nuclear fuel cycles
(including the INFCE study) as well as the more recent trends in fuel cycle development. This
allows the identification of the major non-proliferation issues that need to be addressed in the
evaluation of any proposed new fuel cycle.

Section 4 reviews the international non-proliferation regime including recent experience
and the lessons learned. This review will also provide an indication of an inspection agency's
needs concerning fuel cycle characteristics to be able to effectively and efficiently earn,' out its
inspections

Section 5 then draws from the information collected in section 2, 3 and 4 in order to
identify a number of key indicators that may be applied to the evaluation and enhancement of
nuclear fuel cycles to facilitate their non-proliferation performance.

Section 6 provides a discussion of how the indicators may be used during the selection,
development and optimization of a fuel cycle. Specific example are provided in the
Appendices.

Appendix A provides a summary of INFCE results and more recent fuel cycle
developments.

Appendix B includes the derivation of Key Indicators of Proliferation Resistance.

Appendix C provides examples of the application of key indicator of proliferation
resistance methodology.

Appendix D describes other issues requiring resolution

Appendix E provides a glossary of terms requiring definition.

Appendix F provides a list of contributors to this document along with a list of the
meetings



2. PROLIFERATION CONCERNS AND CIVIL NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLES

The proliferation concerns relating to nuclear energy technology were recognized even
at the First Geneva Conference on the "Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy" held in 1955. The
potential for diversion of special nuclear materials (SNM) as well as the misuse of nuclear
technology and information to develop an explosive device was carefully considered. The
introduction of nuclear technology into the civil sector was initiated in the latter part of the
1950s. The civil use of nuclear energy has introduced challenges to the international non-
proliferation regime and the supporting safeguards technology which must effectively prevent
nuclear weapons proliferation. The technical aspects of proliferation concerns involve:

availability of special nuclear materials (SNM),

technologies capable of producing SNM and assembling the SNM into an explosive
device, and

personnel trained and capable of applying the technology for misuse.

2.1 SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIALS (SNM)

The core of a nuclear explosive device requires SNM; either plutonium or uranium can
be used as the SNM. To ensure that SNM is not misused, the international non-proliferation
regime which includes the IAEA safeguards system has been established. Under this regime, a
significant quantity1 (SQ) of SNM is defined. The actual value of the SQ is related to the
amount of material needed to make an explosive.

All common types of thermal reactors except the CANDU require enriched uranium
feed for both the once-through and the closed fuel cycle. Since an enrichment plant can
theoretically enrich uranium feed to levels ranging from its initial enrichment up to 93 w/o in
a3U, proliferation concerns must be addressed at enrichment plants since SNM in the form of
high enriched uranium could be generated at any enrichment plant: A significant quantity of
i13U for enrichments greater than 20 w/o is the quantity of material that contains 25kg of 23S\J.

Although plutonium is not a naturally occurring element, about 220 kilograms of
plutonium are produced each year in a thermal 1000 MWe power reactor. In the once-through
fuel cycle, the spent fuel is placed in short-term storage facilities (typically at the reactor) and at
some later time disposal of in repositories without recovery (reprocessing) of any of the
unfissioned heavy elements. In the closed fuel cycle, after storage, the plutonium is recycled
back into the reactor as mixed uranium-oxide and plutonium-oxide (MOX) fuel. This may or
may not result in the production of separated plutonium. Eight kilograms of plutonium are
defined as one SQ of plutonium.

Research facilities such as research reactors and critical facilities may utilize high
enriched uranium fuels and/or high quality plutonium fuels.

In the thorium-uranium cycle the proliferation concern is 2"U. In this cycle 2"U is
produced after neutron absorption in ""Th. The irradiated fuel is then reprocessed to recycle
:"U in a process similar to that which recycles plutonium in the closed cycle. The SNM in this
cycle is the separated 2"U A significant quantity of 2"U is defined as 8 kg of 2"U.

A significant quantity is defined as the mass detection target value used in the materials physical
control and accountancy (MPCA) system - see Appendix E - Glossary.



2.2 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

The production of energy in a nuclear reactor requires advanced technologies in areas
such as material science (high purity materials, refractory materials, materials capable of
withstanding high temperatures and corrosive environments, etc), remote handling facilities (to
deal with highly radioactive materials), etc. The more widespread that these technologies are,
the more readily available they are for use in developing a nuclear explosive device. Several
of the routine fuel cycle activities (enrichment, remote handling and reprocessing) may have
direct application to the process of acquiring the needed special nuclear materials. However,
the specific techniques and technologies needed to fabricate the SNM into an explosive device
are not a part of the nuclear fuel cycle.

2.3 TRAINED PERSONNEL

Trained personnel are a resource of no less significance than technology or materials.
The development of civil nuclear power provides a source of trained and highly qualified
nuclear personnel who then have the potential to misuse their knowledge.

3. REVIEW OF THE NON-PROLIFERATION CHARACTERISTICS OF
CIVIL NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLES

The first two decades of nuclear development took place under conditions of strict
secrecy for military purposes by the nuclear-weapon states. Subsequently, the technology was
applied to help address civil energy needs. Concerns about the proliferation aspects of civil
nuclear activities increased in the sixties and seventies. Because of these concerns, new
mechanisms were developed - for example the drafting and subsequent entry into force of the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). A fuller description of the current international non-
proliferation regime and its likely future development is given in Section 4. Many of the
elements of the international non-proliferation regime are institutional and are independent of
individual fuel cycles. However other elements may be affected by the choice of fuel cycle
and its means of implementation. The first major programme focused on the fuel cycle and
devoted to non-proliferation started in October 1979 under the name of International Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) programme. INFCE was a collaboration of 40 countries and
four international organizations to address the proliferation issue.

3.1 INFCE

All the aspects of nuclear fuel cycles have been considered and analyzed in the INFCE
programme to access their inherent resistance to proliferation. The topics covered in the
INFCE analysis included:

nuclear fuel and heavy water availability
enrichment availability
assurances of long-term supply of technology, fuel and heavy water and services in the
interest of National needs consistent with non-proliferation,
reprocessing, plutonium handling, and recycle
fast breeders,
waste management and disposal, and
advanced fuel cycle and reactor concepts.

The objective of the INFCE programme was to assess the possibility that the technology.



the facilities or the materials normally used in the civil nuclear fuel cycle might be misused or
diverted to making explosives. The INFCE programme then tried to identify alternative
approaches or system to improve the proliferation resistance of sensitive processes in the
production of nuclear power. The INFCE analysis also included safeguards considerations,
regional multinational facilities, multinational/national institutional arrangements, and the
detection of undeclared facilities.

The results of the INFCE study are summarized in Appendix A

3.2 RECENT ADVANCES IN CIVIL NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLES

Since the end of the INFCE programme in the early 1980s the commercial nuclear fuel
cycles in operation and/or under development have included the once-through light water
reactor (LWR) fuel cycle, the once-through heavy water reactor (HWR) fuel cycle, the LWR
with recycle fuel cycle and commercial/demonstration fast reactor fuel cycles. The fast reactor
fuel cycle could operate as plutonium breeders and/or actinide burning reactors. All fuel
cycles are moving to higher burnup.

In the once-through fuel cycle the primary focus has been in the development of
methods of conditioning spent fuel for long-term storage and on the definition and development
of a repository for final disposal. However, there are an increasing number of utilities whose
spent fuel inventory may exceed their spent fuel storage capacity before the geologic repository
is available for final disposal of the spent fuel. These utilities are now seeking to expand
interim storage capabilities for spent fuels - typically in above ground facilities. Evaluation of
the proliferation resistant characteristics of these interim storage facilities is also important.

The present civil use of recycled uranium and plutonium in LWRs involves the
development and utilization of large scale reprocessing plants and MOX fabrication facilities.
The global management of the closed nuclear fuel cycle aims to establish a balance between
supply and demand of plutonium. Efforts are underway to reach a "steady state" between
reprocessing, MOX fabrication, and reactor utilization of MOX fuel and therefore to control the
amounts of separated civil plutonium.

There are a number of activities being implemented in the present closed fuel cycle
which are expected to contribute to the effectiveness of the non-proliferation regime:
balancing the supply and demand for plutonium (thus controlling the plutonium inventories),
establishing regional fuel cycle centers, establishing commercial agreements between states
having the capacity to provide large scale (sensitive technology) fuel cycle services and making
available reactors capable of and licensed to burn MOX fuel. The technical analyses of the
possibility of the partitioning of spent fuel and transmutation of minor actinides or long lived
fission products are potential new options related to closed nuclear fuel cycle. The ultimate
aim of these options would be to reduce as low as practicable the available quantities of
plutonium and associated minor actinides requiring disposal.

Some other fuel cycles which are currently used on a limited scale or are under
development should also be reviewed to assess their inherent proliferation resistance:

- thorium fuel cycle (under development in India),
- reduced enrichment research and test reactor (RERTR) fuel cycle, and
- the dry recycle.

Advanced nuclear energy states also now seeking to promote the transparency of all of



their nuclear fuel cycle related activities, their non-proliferation commitment and the entire non-
proliferation regime. A more detailed review of recent fuel cycle and reactor development is
included in Appendix A.

3.2 MAIN CONSIDERATIONS

From the review of the results of INFCE and the more recent experience, a series of
considerations can be derived which have an impact on the proliferation resistance of a fuel
cycle. These considerations include technical, inspection and institutional measures. It must
be recognized, that some of the measures identifies support different aspects of the non-
proliferation regime and some of measures may be in conflict under specific circumstances with
economic, safety and environmental objectives. The principal considerations related to
proliferation resistance are listed and discussed below.

3.3.1. Technical measures

The technical measures can be broadly subdivided in six categories:
Avoidance of the proliferation of sensitive technologies and information
Avoidance of the spread of sensitive technologies and know-how reduces the
opportunities for the misuse or diversion of technology for military purposes.

Measures to reduce the attractiveness or quality of the SNM (Pu and HEU):
The opportunities for diversion of SNM presented to a potential diverter may be
reduced if the requirements to produce the SNM are reduced.

Measures to reduce the attractiveness or quality of the SNM:
The attractiveness of the SNM to a potential diverter will depend on the amount
of material required and the additional effort (and time) required to produce
weapons usable material. This will depend on the physical and chemical form,
the isotopic quality and the radiation fields associated with the SNM.

Measures to protect fissile materials
Measures to protect fissile materials such as physical or radiation barriers and
advanced containment/surveillance systems will increase the level difficulty for
a potential diverter and enhance the prospects of timely detection.

Measures to improve MC&A or to design facilities to better facilitate MC&A or
verification

Methods to reduce existing and future stockpiles of SNM:
The opportunities for diversion of SNM presented to any potential deverter may
be reduced if the overall quantities of stored SNM are reduced.

3.3.2. Inspection Measures

Inspection and surveillance will continue to be an important aspect of the international
non-proliferation regime as it provides the route to verify that technologies and materials are
being used properly. It also facilitates the early detection of undeclared activities, misuse of
technologies and diversion of materials. There are a number of technical considerations that
may be applied to fuel cycles that could enhance the effectiveness of inspection of declared
facilities or the ability of surveillance to identify non declared activities. The ability to trace
the source of diverted materials or technologies also contributes to the prevention of any future



misuse. Measures to increase the effectiveness of inspection activities are developed further in
Section 4.

3.3.3. Institutional Arrangements

Institutional arrangement are in many cases independent of the choice of fuel cycle or
its method of implementation. Some of those arrangements that are relevant include:

Increased transparency

• increased access to information
• increased ability to conduct inspections, and
• increased use of the elements of the existing safeguards regime

Multinational involvement in the operation of fuel cycle facilities (multinational
involvement decreases the probability of diversion since it would require
multinational collusion to implement).

The use of centralized facilities.

4. MANAGEMENT OF THE PROLIFERATION RISK

4.1. THE NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION REGIME [1]

4.1.1. Elements of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime

Efforts over the past forty years or so to prevent more countries from acquiring nuclear
weapons have been based on several independent, but mutually reinforcing elements. The
most crucial element is the political disincentive for a State to acquire nuclear weapons or to
assist other States in doing so. The individual and collective effort to allay national security
concerns which might encourage the acquisition of nuclear weapons is the most important
means of preventing nuclear proliferation, because it seeks to eliminate the motivation to
acquire these weapons. Similarly, States may be provided with incentives expressly to
renounce the nuclear weapons option. Such incentives may include guarantees by nuclear
weapons States not to use nuclear force and positive offers of assistance in the event of the
threat or the use of force against the State concerned. Historically, such incentives have played
a major role in limiting the number of State may obtain improved access to nuclear technology
if it makes a commitment not to acquire nuclear weapons. This has been important to
countries which have wished to make use of nuclear power, and to developing countries which
have sought improved access to the medical, agricultural, industrial and environmental
applications of nuclear technology.

Central to the non-proliferation regime is the body of legally binding agreements
(multilateral, regional and/or bilateral) - with the NPT being the pre-eminent multilateral
agreement - in which non-proliferation commitments by States are enshrined. Coupled with
such non-proliferation commitment is the verification carried out, on behalf of the international
community, by independent inspectors from the IAEA. There are also regional and bilateral
inspection arrangements such as those instituted by EURATOM, the Brazilian/Argentine
Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Material (ABACC) and various bilateral
agreements concerning safeguards and co-operation between States. A further element is the
system of controls which the majority of States apply to exports of materials and equipment
which could be used not only in the civil nuclear industry but also in a weapon program. Most
exporting States require that governmental approval be obtained before such items are exported,
in other words that the appropriate export license has been applied for and obtained, and that



IAEA safeguards will be applied either to specific exported items or to the entire nuclear
industry in the receiving State.

In addition, some States have national technical means, such as satellites, which collect
information that can be used to alert the international community about possible breaches of
non-proliferation obligations.

Figure I displays the interconnection between the different elements of the non-
proliferation regime. The figure also shows that the political incentive by a country or group
of countries to join the non-proliferation regime was replaced in the case if Iraq by the desire of
the international community to impose non-proliferation commitments through UN Security
Council Resolution,687,707 and 715.

4.1.2. The Legal Instruments

The objective of the IAEA is set out in Article II of the Statute [2]. It states "The
Agency shall seek to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health
and prosperity throughout the world. It shall ensure, so far as it is able, that assistance
provided by it or at its request or under its supervision or control is not used in such a way as to
further any military purpose. Article III A.5 of its Statute authorized the IAEA "to establish
and administer safeguards designed to ensure that special fissionable and other materials,
services, equipment, facilities, and information made available by the Agency or at its request or
under its supervision or control are not used in such a way as to further any military purpose;
and to apply safeguards, at the request of the parties, to any bilateral or multilateral arrangement,
or at the request of a State, to any of that State's activities in the field of atomic energy".

The first section of Article III. A.5 refers to the original concept of the IAEA as a major
supplier of nuclear material and equipment. However, IAEA safeguards are based largely on
the second part of Article III. A.5 They are, broadly speaking, a set of activities by which the
IAEA seeks to verify that a State is not using nuclear material or equipment to develop or
produce nuclear weapons. Safeguards are not linked with either nuclear safety or the physical
security of nuclear material. In both of these areas the States themselves have the primary
responsibility even through the IAEA is given a growing role in these matters, e.g. in issuing
standards, providing assistance and services and arranging for the exchange of experience.

The successful conclusion in 1968 of the negotiations on a treaty designed to prevent
the further spread of nuclear weapons - the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear
Weapon[3] (NPT) - was a landmark in the history of non-proliferation. The Treaty entered
into force in March 1970 and now more than 180 States are party to it These include all the
five declared nuclear weapon states (China, France, the Russian Federation, the United
Kingdom and the United States of America).

Each non-nuclear-weapon State that becomes party to the NPT agrees not to acquire
nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices (Article II). It also agrees to conclude a
comprehensive safeguards agreement with the IAEA for the application of safeguards to all
nuclear materials in all of its peaceful nuclear activities, present or future, with a view to
verifying the fulfillment of its obligations under the Treaty (Article III). The Treaty also
recognizes (in Article IV) the right of all parties to participate in the fullest possible exchange of
equipment, materials, and scientific and technological information for the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy. The parties also undertake to pursue negotiations in good faith towards
nuclear disarmament (Article VI) and re-affirm their determination to achieve the
discontinuance of all tests of nuclear weapons (Preamble).

Although not obliged to conclude safeguards agreements, each nuclear weapon State
has agreed that IAEA safeguards may be applied to all or part of their civil nuclear activities
The nuclear weapon states have done this, inter alia, to demonstrate that they will not derive
any commercial advantage by not making their civil facilities subject to international inspection.

In addition to the NPT, three regional treaties which have the objective of preventing the
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spread of nuclear weapons have been concluded. The Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in South America (the Treaty of Tlatelolco, actually concluded before the NPT)
This Treaty requires its members to conclude comprehensive safeguards agreements with the
IAEA. The South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga) also requires each
State party to conclude with the IAEA a comprehensive safeguards agreement that will be
equivalent in its scope and effect to an agreement required in connection with the NPT. And
the Treaty of Pelindaba- also known as the African Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone Treaty- which
prohibits the development of nuclear weapons on the continent of Africa.

To implement the safeguards requirements of the NPT, the IAEA needed to derive a
safeguards system suitable for application to the complex nuclear fuel cycles of the advanced
industrial countries that were expected to join the Treaty, i.e. a safeguards system applicable to
reactors and to the conversion, enrichment, fabrication and reprocessing plants which supply
and process the reactor fuel. This comprehensive safeguards system, devised in 1970, is set
out in IAEA document INFCIRC/153 (corrected) [4]. The NPT, the Tlatelolco Treaty and the
Rarotonga Treaty require that all of the nuclear material in a signatory State be declared and
submitted to safeguards. The Treaties also require that any nuclear material which a non
nuclear weapon State subsequently acquires be also declared and safeguarded.

The legal basis for safeguards which are applied to specific material and equipment only
and not to the entirety of the State's nuclear activity is described in an Information Circular
identified as INFCIRC/66/Rev.2.[5] Many of the States which have concluded
INFCIRC/66/Rev.2-type safeguards agreements with the IAEA did so because States supplying
nuclear material or equipment to them would only do so if IAEA safeguards were applied to the
material or equipment in the recipient State. In the case of some countries,
INFCIRC/66/Rev.2-type agreements have come to cover all known nuclear material and plants
in the State concerned however, such states have no legal obligation to make known all their
nuclear activities.

4.1.3. Assurance Given by IAEA Safeguards

The main aim of safeguards applied by the IAEA is the provision of assurance to the
international community that a State is complying with non-proliferation and 'peaceful use'
undertakings to which the State has committed itself in its safeguards agreement with the IAEA.

In the case of comprehensive safeguards agreements, safeguards apply to all of the
nuclear material in peaceful uses in the State for the purpose of verifying that such material is
not diverted to nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. In the case of
INFCIRC/66/Rev.2-type agreement safeguards apply to the specific nuclear material, equipment,
non-nuclear material and facilities specified in the agreement for the purpose of verifying that
such items are not used for military purposes. In both cases the State has an obligation to
declare to the IAEA, at the time the agreement enters into force, all of the items which are
subject to the agreement. The State also has an obligation to update this information and to
declare all items which subsequently become subject to the terms of the safeguards agreement.

A principal result of the independent verification by the IAEA safeguards inspectorate is
the provision of assurance that no diversion of the items declared by the State has taken place.
IAEA verification is also intended to have the effect of deterring diversions by the risk of early
detection. The assurance obtained from the IAEA as an effective and objective auditor
increases confidence among States and helps to allay concerns which could provide the political
motivation for the acquisition of nuclear weapons.

On the other hand. INFCIRC/66/Rev.2-type agreements apply only to specified
facilities, equipment, and/or material, and the State is not obliged to declare all its nuclear
activities to the IAEA, but only those which arise from the terms of the particular safeguards
agreement. For example, nuclear material which is general as a result of the use of
safeguarded nuclear material becomes subject to IAEA safeguards, but uranium mined and
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produced within such a State need not be declared to the IAEA or subjected to safeguards unless
the State unilaterally decides to do so.

In the case of comprehensive safeguards agreements the State undertakes to inform die
IAEA of nuclear material which it imports or produces domestically, and to provide advice on
all locations at which such nuclear material exists. Another major element of the independent
verification work of IAEA safeguards inspectors is an assessment of the completeness of the
State's declarations concerning such material and locations.

4.2 RECENT EXPERIENCES AND DEVELOPMENTS

4.3 Recent Experience

Comprehensive IAEA safeguards have been applied since the 1970s and no diversion of
any significant quantity of material which has been placed under safeguards has been detected.
This has been achieved via nuclear material accountancy complemented by Containment and
Surveillance (C/S) measures. The discovery in Iraq after the 1991 Gulf War of a clandestine
nuclear weapons development prgramme involving the separation of a few programs of
plutonium from irradiated fuel, together with an extensive programme of uranium enrichment
involving large quantities of undeclared uranium, was a watershed in the history of IAEA
safeguards. The discovery of the Iraqi nuclear weapons development programme has led to
the recognition that the IAEA safeguards system must be strengthened to provide credible
assurance, not only of the non-diversion of declared material but also, as far as possible, of tlie
absence of any undeclared nuclear activities in States which have signed comprehensive
safeguards agreements with the IAEA.

The problem of undeclared activities was highlighted in Iraq, but was not unknown
Indeed, the need for the safeguards system to provide assurances regarding both the correctness
and the completeness of a State's nuclear material declarations was considered by the drafters of
the INFCIRC/153 (Corr.), the basis for comprehensive safeguards agreements. The scope on
INFCIRC/153 (Corr.) was not limited to the nuclear material actually declared by the State; it
also includes that which should be declared. However, the system such as it had developed up
to the Iraqi case, has limited capability to deal with completeness. This was the result of
practical, rather than legal, considerations.

The discoveries in Iraq, the problems which have arisen in the Agency's efforts to verify
the declared nuclear inventory in the DPRK, the Agency's positive experience in verifying the
declared nuclear inventory in South Africa and the increasing importance of assurance
regarding the absence of any undeclared nuclear activities and installations in States committed
by treaty to non-proliferation have made it imperative to update the safeguards system by
adding to it measures that will give the Agency an improved capability of detecting clandestine
nuclear activities. In February 1992 the Board of Governors (BOG) re-affirmed the
requirement that the Agency provide assurance regarding the correctness and completeness of
nuclear material declarations by States with comprehensive safeguards agreements. As has
been fully realized since the case of Iraq, even with the use of techniques which had not been
available earlier, it is more difficult to design and implement a system which gives assurance
that there are no undeclared nuclear activities in a States than it is to verify declared nuclear
material. In March 1995, the BOG concluded that the safeguards system for implementing
comprehensive safeguards agreements should be such that "there is credible assurance of the
non-diversion of nuclear material from declared activities and of the absence of undeclared
nuclear activities."

4.2.2. Recent Developments in the IAEA Safeguards System

An extensive technical study coupled with number of field trials have been performed
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by the IAEA aiming towards strengthening the effectiveness and improving the efficiency of the
safeguards system [6], The proposed approach builds on the current system of materials
accountancy and control and improves the Agency ability to detect undeclared activities by
integrating:

(a) Elements of increased access to information and its effective use by the Agency,
including

(i) early provision of design information on the construction and modification of
nuclear facilities;[7]

(ii) information on transfers of nuclear material and specified equipment and non-
nuclear material ;[8]

(iii) Expanded Declaration by the State covering its present and planned nuclear
programme;

(iv) information from environmental sampling. Environmental sampling may be
a smear or a sample of vegetation, soil, water, or air. Analytical results of
primary interest for safeguards include concentration of uranium and
plutonium, isotopes, other transuranium nuclides, long-lived fission and
neutron activation products, and certain elemental, molecular and crystalline;
and

(V) improved analysis and evaluation of all relevant information available to the
Agency. An important part of the effort toward improved analysis of
information is the development of a physical model (called "proliferation
critical path") describing all known pathways (combinations of processes) for
the production of weapons-usable material and weaponization. Each process
is characterized by indicators of the existence or development of the process,
such as specialized equipment, dual-use equipment, nuclear and non-nuclear
materials, associated training and signatures from environmental samples.

(b) Elements of increased physical access for Agency inspections, including:

(i) special inspections in accordance with comprehensive safeguards
agreements; [9]

(ii) inspections (with no-notice when useful and managed access where
necessary) to all nuclear and nuclear-related locations identified in the
Expanded Declaration;

(in) inspections for utilization of environmental sampling for wide area
application; and

(iv) voluntary arrangements through which a State facilitates access to other
locations which may be of interest to the Agency.

(c) Optimal use of elements of the present system, including

(i) continued emphasis on unirradiated direct-use material;

(n) rationalization of safeguards on declared material through improved
safeguards approaches, more reliable containment/surveillance and random
unannounced inspections;

(iii) adjustments in safeguards goals related to timeliness, significant quantities
and other safeguards parameters to reflect technical developments and fuel
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cycle practices;

(iv) increased co-operation with State or regional systems of accounting and
control (hereafter referred to as SSACs) in the conducts of inspection
activities in joint use of equipment and analytical facilities and in support
activities such as joint research and development projects and training;

(v) use of advanced technology with greater use of commercially available
equipment in safeguarding declared nuclear material, including equipment
capable of operating in an unattended mode and remote transmission of
safeguards data. The Agency will continue to introduce, in co-operation
with States and as safeguards technology developments permit, new
safeguards measurement and surveillance systems that can operate unattended
and transmit inspection data remotely, including cases where the Agency and
the State jointly use the data. The extent to which such equipment can be
used in a facility depends on facility design and operating practices, and
certain inspection activities, such as design verification and anomaly
investigation, do not lend themselves to replacement by unattended equipment.
A number of systems have been implemented, and others are under
development. Existing cases of equipment functioning unattended include
bundles counters, core discharge monitors, containment and surveillance and
non-destructive assay (NDA) measurement system at MOX fuel fabrication
facilities. Future possibilities include tank monitoring and sampling at
reprocessing plants and verification of spent fuel transfers between storage
bays at reactors and to dry storage canisters, of receipts, storage and shipment
at fuel fabrication plants.

(vi) administrative arrangements, such as additional and expanded filed offices,
simplified designation procedures, multiple-entry visas and independent
means of communication for inspectors.

Developers of nuclear fuel cycles should take due account of these considerations to
increase transparency and facilitate the efficient and effective implementation of the inspection
regime.

4.3. Possible Future Roles for IAEA Verification

It is useful to look to the future to identify areas in which the IAEA experience and
expertise in the application of safeguards might be utilized in the remaining part of the 1990s
and in the twenty-first century. A number of possible areas have been suggested.

One area is the development of verification arrangements for regional nuclear weapon
free zones. Three such arrangements are already in place - in Latin America, Africa, and in the
South Pacific. Negotiations might lead to regional agreements in South East Asia, South Asia
and the Middle East, and on the Korean peninsula. The requirements of such regional
arrangements will vary accounting to the particular needs of the region, and a range of models
and options exist the use of joint inspection teams involving IAEA inspectors in conjunction
with inspectors from States in the zone might give additional confidence to those States that no
undeclared activities relating to the development of nuclear weapons were being undertaken by
other States in the zone. The extension of verification activities to non-nuclear equipment
relevant to nuclear weapons production may also be considered.

At the global level, the IAEA experience and expertise could be used in verifying an
internationally agreed 'cut-off in the production of nuclear material for weapons use, or in the
verification that nuclear weapons but is either stored or transferred to civil use



The peaceful uses of the increasingly large stockpiles of separated plutonium need to be
monitored. In States with comprehensive safeguards agreements such stockpiles are subject to
IAEA safeguards. However, additional measures may be proposed by the users of such
material, and the IAEA's experience could be put at the service of an international management
system. Such a system could be based on voluntary undertaking by participating States. The
form of legal arrangements for such a system will depend upon what the participating States
propose.
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5. KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Section 2, 3, and 4 have reviewed civil nuclear fuel cycles and the international non-
proliferation regime in order to identify the objectives and principal considerations that should
be applied during the development and implementation of advanced fuel cycles. This section
takes those objectives and considerations and applies a structured functional analysis to identify
a comprehensive range of key indicators of proliferation resistance. The indicators may then
be applied throughout the evolution of advanced fuel cycles in order to promote discussion and
provide an indication of a fuel cycles performance against each of the principal non-
proliferation consideration and to identify areas for possible improvement. This should ensure
that from the earliest stage of fuel cycle selection, development and optimization non-
proliferation considerations are given due prominence and visibility and that relevant guidance
is provided on those characteristics that should be adopted, where practical, in order to enhance
non-proliferation performance.

5.2. DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS

The detailed derivation of key indicators of proliferation resistance is contained in
tabular form in Appendix B. The derivation employs a simple functional analysis that allows
the key indicators to be derived by consideration of the generic characteristics of intrinsically
proliferation resistant systems which in turn are derived from the top objectives and lower level
considerations relevant to non-proliferation. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.

The key indicators of proliferation resistance derived in Appendix B are given in Table
5 together with comments on their derivation and the principal non-proliferation considerations
to which they relate. No consideration of the relative merits or weighing of the indicators has
been attempted as it is recognized that these will change with time and will be effected by the
national or regional context in which they are applied.

It should be noted the indicators are in some cases contradictor)' (e.g. the use of
centralized storage facilities for separated fissile material offers potential benefits in terms of
physical security but the associated handling and transfers of fissile material may cause
concerns). Also, the indicators have been derived without any consideration of the other
objectives of developing advanced fuel cycles and may in some cases contradict these other
objectives (e.g. a fuel cycle that generates large quantities of radioactive effluents offers
potential benefits in terms of proliferation resistance since it would have a conspicuous
signature that would enhance the potential for regional surveillance to detect misuse or
diversion, it would however contradict those objectives that seek to minimize environmental
impact). The indicators must therefore be applied in the context of an optimization scheme
which considers and balances overall performance against the whole range of objectives.
Examples of how the indicators may be applied and the benefits to be obtained are given in
Section 6.
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FIGURE 2

Derivation of Key Indicators of Proliferation Resistance
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Table 5

Key indicators of Proliferation Resistance

Key Indicator
1. Minimize the likelihood of civil
derived technologies being
misused or diverted for military
programmes

Controlled and monitored access to
nuclear materials e.g. uranium ore, low
enriched uranium, irradiated fuel etc.
(see also objectives 2&3).

Avoidance of dual use technologies
(e.g.enrichment and reprocessing).

Makes maximum use of existing
international facilities and centers.

Avoids requirement for localization of
dual use technologies (equipment,
information and trained personnel).

Avoids requirement for local fabrication
of dual use components.

Dual use components require complex
fabrication.

Ease of design verification by local
inspection (for technology misuse or
diversion)

Conspicuous signature of technology
misuse or diversion e.g.
- physically large equipment,
- conspicuous effluent plume,
- requirement for strategic materials.

Minimize localization of sensitive
technologies and support infrastructure

Source1

1.1.1

1.2.1

1.3.1.1.

1.3.1.2

1.3.2.1

1.3.2.2

1.4.1.1

1.4.2.1

1.4.3.1

Principal

2.2

1.1

1.1,2.4
2.5,2.6

1.1

1.1

1.1

Comment

A prerequisite for the misuse of
technology is clandestine access to
appropriate source of feed material.
See also 2 below.

Reduce potential for proliferation of
dual use technologies.

Controls access to dual use
technologies.

Controls access (inc. termination on
misuse) to dual use technologies.
Natural U based cycles are more
easily localized.

Reduces potential to duplicate dual
use technologies.

Reduces potential to duplicate dual
use technologies.

2.1,2.2,2.3 i Enhances the potential of local
| inspection to detect misuse or
i diversion of technologies.

2.1,2.2.

1.1

Enhances the potential of regional
surveillance to detect in a timely
manner misuse or diversion of
technologies. Reduces the overall
quantity of material that could be
potentially diverted prior to
discovery.

Enhances the potential for
terminating misuse or diversion of
technology, (e.g. It may be difficult to
terminate the misuse of a fully
localized natural uranium cycle
except by external economic &
political pressures).
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Table 5

Key Indicators of Proliferation Resistance

Key Indicator i

2.Minimize the likelihood of j
civil derived materials being j
diverted for use in military i
programmes i

Capability to use and reduce or i
render irretrievable existing i
separated civil Pu stockpiles. |

No requirement for production of i
HEU

High buniup capability (Pu
quantity).

Use of non fertile fuels

Recycle of fissile material (Pu
qualitv)

Synchronous production and use of
fissile material
Avoidance of the production of
separated fissile material (e.g. Pu,
U3U, -l;U

Isotopic denaturing of separated
fissile material (e.g. Pu, "3U, MU).

Spiking of separated fissile material
(e.g. Pu or HEU with l37Cs).

Conditioning of fissile material in a
physical or chemical form that is
inaccessible to diversion (e.g.
vitrification or other forms of
encapsulation)

Minimum out of core inventory of
fissile material
Minimum requirements for handling
and transfer of fissile material (e.g.
co-location ot lacilities).

Source1

2.1.1.1.1

2.1.1.2.1.
2.1.2.1

2.\A22~
2.1.2.2

2.1.1.2.3

2.1.1.2.4
2.1.2.3

2.1.1.2.5

2.1.2.4

2.1.2.5

2.1.2.6
2.1.3.2.3

i.\2i7'
2.1.3.2.6

1 2.1.3.1.1

i 2 1.3.1.2.

Principal

1.5

1.2

T.2,"O

1.2

Comment

Reduces the overall quantity and
availability of material that could be
potentially diverted.

Reduces the overall quantity and
availability of material that could be
potentially diverted

Higher buniup fuel cycles tend to produce
less Pu per GWd generated. Pu produced is
of reduced fissile and increased even Pu
isotopes content. Minimizes volume of
irradiated fuel.
Non fertile fuels to not generate additional
fissile material.

1.2,1.3 I Recycle (builds in bum-up and hence)
| reduces the overall quantity and quality of
1 fissile material generated Pu produced is
1 of reduced fissile and increased even Pu
i isotopes content.

1.2,1.5 ] Reduces the quantity of separated material
in stores that could be potentially diverted

1.2,1.3

1.3

1.3,1.4

1.3.,f 4

Separated fissile material offers attractions
for diversion as it minimizes both the
quantity to be diverted and time needed to
produce a nuclear device
Isotope separation would be required to
produce weapons useable material.

Provides radiation barriers to handling to
produce weapons useable material.

: Fissile material is intrinsically secure in
, core

1.4 Fissile material is intrinsically secure in
core.

1.4 Increased handling and trmisfers increases
; the opportunity and scope for substitution
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Table 5

Key Indicators of Proliferation Resistance

Key Indicator
2. Minimize the likelihood
of civil derived materials
being diverted for use in
military programmes
(cont.)
Early treatment and (irretrievable)
disposal of spent fuel (once -
through)

Centralized storage of fissile
material (e.g. international fuel
cycle facilities, waste repository,
or storage of separated Pu).
(Reprocessing/recycle option)

Easy of access and easy to
authenticate inventory of fissile
material.

Application of insoluble fuels
inconsistent with existing
separation teclmologies and
suitable for direct disposal (once
through cycle).
Co-processing of Pu and U (Th,
U) (reprocessing/recycle option)
(Only) partial separation of fissile
material (reprocessing/recycle
option)

Early conversion of separated Pu
to MOX (reprocessing/recycle
option)

Disposal of fissile material in a
manner that ensures that it is
inaccessible to diversion.

High degree of transparency of
process activities. Ease of
inspection and material
accountancy

Low level of complexity, ease of
design verification, and minimal
umneusur.iblc hold-up in process

Low unit throughput

Source1

2.1.3.1.3

2.1.3.1.4

2.1.3.1.5

2.1.3.2.1

2.1.3.2.2

2.1.3.2.4

2.1.3.2.5

2.1.3.2.7

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

Principal

1.4,1.5

2.1,2.4
2.5,2.6

1.4,2.2

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.4

2.1,2.2,2.5

2.2,2.3,2.5

Comment

The multiple containment barriers provided
in the final disposal of spent furl present
significant engineered geological barriers to
the diversion of the fissile material contained
in spent fuel following disposal
International or regional storage of fissile
material should ensure that the highest levels
of physical and organizational security can
be applied. International involvement
enhances transparency.
Enhance transparency and reduces the
attractiveness of material with respect to
diversion. Increases the potential for early
detection.
Increases difficulty of deriving weapons
usable fissile material.

Avoids the production of separated fissile
material.
Provides radiation barriers to handling and
increases complexity of chemical separation
required to produce weapons useable
material.
Reduces the quantity of separated material in
stores that could be potentially diverted.
Increases the potential for early detection.
Miiu'mizes requirement for new UO3 fuel and
hence quantity of irradiated fuel generated.

Reduces the inventory available potentially
for diversion.

Enhances potential for timely detection of
material diversion.

Enhances transparency potential for timely
detection of material diversion.(includes
consideration of on-load vs. batch refuelling,
batch vs. continuous processes, centralized
international facilities vs. diverse national
facilities)
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Table 5

Key Indicators of Proliferation Resistance

Key Indicator
2.Minimize the likelihood of
civil derived materials being
diverted for use in military
programmes (cont.)

Multinational involvement (e.g.
international fuel cycle centers
and Pu storage).
Traceability of material to source

Effective SSAC and MC&A
systems

3. Minimize the likelihood of
redundant weapons
derived material
returning to military
usage

Capability to use or
irretnevabilitv dispose of
existing redundant military
stockpiles (Pu,HEU).

Source1

2.2.4

2.2.5

3.1.1

Principal

2.4, 2.5,
2.6

1.3,2.1
2.5

Comment

Enhances transparency potential for
timely detection of material diversion.

Enhances transparency potential for
timely detection of material diversion
and minimizes potential for
reoccurrence.

— - - - -

Notes on Table 5
Note 1. Derivation of key indicators is given in Appendix B
Note 2. Principal Considerations are as identified in Section 3.3.

1. Technical measures

1.1 Avoidance of proliferation of sensitive teclinologies and information
1.2 Measures to reduce the requirements for and production of SNM
1.3 Measures to reduce the attractiveness or quality of fissile material
1.4 Measures to protect fissile material
1.5 Measures to reduce existing and future stockpiles of SNM.

2. Inspection related and institutional measures

2.1 Increased access to information (e.g. media information. States provision of
import and export data, States provision of intelligence information, etc)

2.2 Increased ability to conduct inspections - including environmental monitoring
2.3 Early provision of design information on new and modified facilities
2.4 Multinational fuel cycle activities
2.5 Increased effectiveness or use of existing safeguards measures
2.6 Centralized facilities
2.7 Design to facilities application of safeguards, e.g. access to verify nuclear materials and

accessibility of nuclear materials
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6. UTILIZATION OF KEY INDICATORS IN THE SELECTION AND
OPTIMIZATION OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANT FUEL CYCLES

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The development of advanced nuclear fuel cycles may follow a number of phases in
which the various options are evaluated and the most appropriate option identified for further
development (an optioneering phase). This phase is then followed by optimization phase in
which the selected option is further developed. This is shown schematically in Figure 3.
This process is applied at an early stage to the fuel cycles as a whole and in later stages to the
processes and component facilities that make up the fuel cycle. The key indicators of
proliferation resistance derived in Section 5 may be used to support these selection and
optimization activities.

6.2 APPLICATION OF KEY INDICATORS TO ASSIST IN FUEL CYCLE
SELECTION SUTDIES

Significant differences in proliferation resistance between the options may be identified
and made transparent to decision makers by applying the key indicators to the proposed fuel
cycle options. How this information is used to support decisions will depend upon the
importance placed on proliferation resistance (relative, for example, to safety or environments
or economic considerations) and the relative importance of the various components of the non-
proliferation regime. It is not the purpose of this paper to suggest a relative importance of the
individual indicators; it is recognized that the importance of these indicators is likely to change
with time and be dependant upon the national or regional context. An example of how the key
indicators may be applied to provide an objective differentiation between two fuel cycles
options is given in Appendix C which compares options for the recycle of spent fuel from an
LWR into CANDU reactors. A similar process could be applied to options for individual
operations and for facilities that make up a proposed fuel cycle.
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FIGURE 3

Schematic Approach to Fuel Cycle Development
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6.3 APPLICATION OF KEY INDICATORS TO ASSIST IN FUEL CYCLE
OPTIMIZATION STUDIES

Once the preferred option (or options) have been selected there may still be potential
areas for further optimization. In fact the selection process may have identified areas where
further development or improvement would advantageous.

It is suggested that in the optimization phase the key indicators are again applied to the
proposed fuel cycle (or its individual components) in order to stimulate further discussion and to
identify specifically those area where further improvement in proliferation resistance are
desirable and practical. An action plan may then be devised to address the enhancements.

An example of how the key indicators may be applied to the optimization of a fast
reactor fuel cycle is also given in Appendix C.

6.4 CONDLUSIONS

These examples also highlight the conflicting nature of some of the key indicators which
will require careful consideration. There is a dilemma in the key indicators which is fully
reflected in the comparison between the DUPIC and the reprocessing fuel cycle: Experience
demonstrates that the quality of nuclear material accountancy and control is strongly dependent
upon the purity of the nuclear materials used. While the separation of nuclear materials is, on
one hand, considered as less proliferation resistant, it is, on the other hand, advantageous in
terms of proliferation control because it is easier to measure and authenticate quantities of
nuclear materials.



APPENDIX A. SUMMARY OF INFCE RESULTS AND MORE RECENT
FUEL CYCLE DEVELOPMENT

1. INFCE

Concerns in the proliferation resistance of nuclear fuel cycles were addressed in the
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) program. The initiative was organized
in Washington, D.C. on 19-21 October 1997 and completed in February 1980(1). Forty
counties and four international organizations were represented at that conference. The
participants,

were conscious of the urgent need to meet the world's energy requirements and that
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes should be made widely available to that end;

were convinced that effective measures can and should be taken at the national level and
through international agreements to minimize the danger of the proliferation of nuclear
weapons without jeopardizing energy supplies or the development of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes; and

recognized that special consideration should also be given to the specific needs and
conditions in developing countries.

INFCE was a technical and analytical study which each government could use as
guidance in developing civilian nuclear energy policies and an international cooperative
programme with agreed controls and safeguards constraints. It was intended that the
evaluations would not unduly impact the respective fuel cycle policies, international agreements
for peaceful use of nuclear energy provided that strict adherence to agreed safeguards measure
were maintained.

Eight working groups were formed to address the major aspects of the fuel cycle:
1. Fuel and Heavy Water Availability; 2. Enrichment Availability; 3. Assurances of Long-
Term Supply of Technology, Fuel and Heavy Water and Services in the Interest of National
Needs Consistent with Non-proliferation; 4. Reprocessing, Plutonium Handling Recycle; 5.
Fast Breeders; 6. Spent Fuel Management; 7. Waste Management and Disposal; and 8.
Advanced Fuel Cycle and Reactor Concepts

1.1 Fuel and Heavy Water Availability

The study assessed the needs for nuclear energy, uranium and heavy water for different
fuel cycle strategies. Uranium availability was reviewed in order to assess the adequacy of
resources and production capacities, exploration and production capabilities, assurance of
supply for utilities, and further development of exploration, mining and milling methods. The
review included heavy water and thorium availability. The special needs of developing
countries revealed that assistance in technology and investment would be necessary in order to
develop resources in those countries that would contribute to their economic development.

The study revealed a range of views and uncertainties in the demand and supply
scenarios that indicated that each of the countries would have to plan flexible nuclear power
programs to accommodate future availability of uranium, heavy water, and thorium, within
international economics market constraints.
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1.2 Enrichment Availability

The uranium enrichment study focused on the enrichment needs and availability for each
of the fuel cycles, the technical and economics characteristics of the various enrichment
technologies, the evaluation and comparison of the proliferation risks of the enrichment
techniques, the safeguards requirements for the various enrichment techniques, the
multinational or regional fuel cycle centers arrangements, and the special needs of developing
countries planning civilian nuclear power programs. The five technologies reviewed were:
l.the gaseous diffusion, which was then the main source of enrichment in the commence of
nuclear power, 2. the gas centrifuge which was also in industrial scale use, and 3. the
aerodynamic, chemical laser processes was under development with plans for eventual
industrial scale demonstration plants.

The study concluded that the capacities in operation or under construction would cover
enrichment needs over the period to the year 1995 - 2000, with the estimate that beyond the
year 2000, added separative work capacity would be needed to meet several of the more
optimistic reactor deployment scenarios. The study recognized that the stable enrichment
module is of prime importance to consumer and supplier. Since forecasting is uncertain, the
high capital intensive process would require contractual agreements in order to provide
sufficient capacity. It was also recognized that uncertainty exists as also recognized that
uncertainly exist as a consequence of abnormally high stockpiles of enriched uranium at utilities
or in government stockpiles.

The study addressed the assurance of supply and markets issue by suggesting the
possibility of joint planning of new capacities, the diversification of supplies, and mutual
assistance arrangements between users, investors and producers

INFCE Proliferation Aspect in General

The issue of a country planning a nuclear weapon capability either covertly or overtly
was considered a political decision and beyond the scope of INFCE. However. INFCE
attempted to assess the extent to which a particular nuclear fuel cycle could be comprised for
use in such a plan. The proliferation concerns relative to civil nuclear power programmes are
that such programmes may provide:

materials usable in a weapons development programme from civil facilities;

the facility designed for commercial operation might be modified to produce weapons-
usable material; and

the construction and operation of a non-declared facility for conversion of material to
weapons-usable form using the civil nuclear programme as a cover.

Proliferation Aspect of Enrichment

The proliferation concerns relative to the enrichment process are that the enrichment
processes could produce weapons-usable nuclear material. That is the technology utilized for
LEU production could be used to produce HEU. The proliferation concerns include: 1.
knowledge of and possibly experience with feasible technologies and availability of or access to
key components and/or experts; 2 the technical complexity and resource commitment involved;
and 3. the possible availability of undeclared nuclear materials - e g . natural uranium and
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uranium enriched at levels less than 20%.

The study concluded that proliferation risk was inherent in enrichment technologies, and
that the concerns must address the potential production and/or transfer of HEU in enrichment
facilities and the construction and operation of an undeclared facility by using available
technology for the purpose of producing HEU.

The risk of proliferation in uranium enrichment facilities can be effected by:

1. The application of effective international safeguards to LEU-producing facilities,
and the inclusion of safeguards considerations at the plant design. Effective
safeguards can result from the verification of design information, the measurement
accuracy of UF6, and containment and surveillance measures.

2. Multinational or national institutional arrangements with supervision by
governments in controlling plant technology and nuclear material produced.
Measures such as classification and export control of sensitive equipment and
technology, and the establishment of facilities under multi-national auspices
(which would reduce the number of facilities) are available. These measures
could be effective in reducing the risks which would not be covered by
international safeguards.

3. Special technical features related to the different enrichment techniques which
would make the undetected construction, operation and concealment of
undeclared facilities for the production of HEU more difficult.

Limitation of the number of plants with the development of additional enrichment
capacities only in response to needs of the market is desirable from the perspective of non-
proliferation. Economies of scale associated with enrichment would support limits on the
number of plants. The demand for enrichment services by developing countries can be met by
existing and planned facilities even with expanding nuclear power generating programmes

1.3 Assurances of Long-Term Supply of Technology, Fuel and Heavy Water and
Services in the Interest of National Needs Consistent with Non-Proliferation

The objective of this working group study was to assess alternative for assuring reliable,
long-term supplies of fuel, heavy water, reactors and services, and related equipment and
technology, necessary to make nuclear energy available as a credible long-term energy source in
the interest of national needs, consistent with non-proliferation.

The study surmised that since nuclear energy requires large-scale investment and long
lead times, a country would require reasonable assurance of supply of materials, fuels,
equipment, services and technologies, necessary to develop a nuclear energy programme. The
objective of non-proliferation is shared by supplier and consumer countries. Those countries
should cooperatively develop approaches to ensure that nuclear supply could not contribute to
proliferation. A network of international treaties, agreements, instruments and practices
provide the framework both for the supply of nuclear materials, equipment and technology and
for non-proliferation. The multinational fuel cycle arrangements allow: 1. for the development
of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, under appropriate safeguards consistent with national
needs and with non-proliferation concerns; 2. commitments to effective non-proliferation
measures consistent with national needs for the development of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes.
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The working group generally accepted that to meet concerns in some of the non-
proliferation conditions, considerations should be given to approaches that include: 1.
Undertakings for peaceful uses of nuclear materials, equipment and technology supplied for
such purposes and verification of these uses; 2. Agreements not to develop or acquire nuclear
weapons or nuclear explosive devices; 3. Agreements not to acquire, manufacture or store
nuclear weapons or to help any country to do so; 4. Commitments to respect the application of
the IAEA safeguards including the implementation of any eventual IAEA system for storage of
excess plutonium; 5. Adequate physical protection; 6. Conditions governing the establishment
and operation of certain stages of the nuclear fuel cycle and the management of material
enterprises that fulfil internationally or multilaterally agreed obligations; 7. Commitment to the
maintenance of non-proliferation agreements and control; 8. Agreement on sanctions and other
measures to be applied in case of any breach of non-proliferation arrangements; 9. Agreement
on transfer and retransfer of materials, equipment and technology.

Special Needs of Developing Countries

The working group considered that for the benefit of developing countries some new
international arrangements could be developed to cover the following areas: 1. International
arrangements to assure fuel and heavy water supplies; 2. Arrangements for the participation in
specific nuclear fuel cycle activities on a bilateral or multilateral basis, consistent with the non-
proliferation commitments of the states involved, and 3. Increased availability of specialized
training programmes to develop the required manpower for nuclear installations.

1.4 Reprocessing, Plutonium Handling, Recycle

The objectives of the working group on Reprocessing, Plutonium Handling, Recycle
were: 1) to evaluate the need for reprocessing of thermal reactor fuel for recycling the fuel in
thermal and fast reactors on an industrial scale taking account of economic, environmental,
energy source, technological, and institutional aspects and the work of the other relevant
working groups; and 2) to identify ways to minimize the risk of proliferation resulting from the
reprocessing and recycle nuclear fuels.

The working group achieved a consensus on the many aspects of the fuel cycle processes.
The reprocessing phase of the study included: the technological, economic, environmental and
energy aspects of an industrial scale operation; safeguards specific to reprocessing;
multinational or regional waste conditioning, and disposal strategies. The plutonium handling
addressed: the conditions and restrictions necessary for adequate storage, transport and use of
plutonium; the international control of separated plutonium; and alternative handling methods
including spiking or delivery of plutonium in the form of mixed oxide or fuel elements. The
recycle in thermal reactors study included: technological, economic, environmental and energy
aspects on an industrial scale; safeguards specific to recycling; and uranium-only recycle. The
working group also addressed the special needs of developing countries.

It was generally accepted that the basic technology for reprocessing, plutonium handling,
and thermal reactor recycle was well established and that some countries were in the process of
constructing industrial scale plants for reprocessing and MOX fuel fabrication. It was
anticipated that as a global scale, the major spent fuel arisings from LWR's would still be in
storage ponds by the end of the century because of the limited reprocessing capacity and of the
decisions of some countries to delay reprocessing. Some experience on a small had been
gained with plutonium storage and transport, the fabrication of mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel
elements and consequent irradiation in thermal reactors
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The several alternatives to the above technologies that were considered were listed as
follows;

Methods of reducing the presents of plutonium in the fuel cycle in separated form

Co-location of nuclear fuel cycle facilities;
Storage and transport of plutonium as MOX;
Co-conversion of mixed uranium and plutonium solutions for the production of
MOX; and
Co-processing in which the product is a mixed stream of uranium and plutonium
nitrate for co-conversion

Methods of using radioactivity to protect plutonium from diversion

Co-location of nuclear fuel cycle facilities;
Storage and transport of plutonium as MOX;
Co-conversion of mixed uranium and plutonium solutions for the production of
MOX; and
Co-processing in which the product is a mixed stream of uranium and plutonium
nitrate for co-conversion.

Methods of using radioactivity to protect plutonium from diversion

Pre-irradiation in which new fuel elements are made radioactive prior to
transporting from MOX;
Spiking by introducing radioactive material emitting high energy gamma
radiation; and
Partial processing in which fission products are not completely separated from the
plutonium

Physical barriers to protect plutonium

Making use of the heavy concrete shielding which provide protection against
radiation in reprocessing plants, as a physical barrier limiting access to plutonium

Measures to improve fuel utilization using recycle in thermal reactors

Improved recycle of uranium/plutonium in LWRs;
Recycle of uranium/plutonium in HWRs

The working group concluded that environmental impact and economics would be major
factors in the selection of the reprocessing options versus the once-through fuel cycle. The
public's attitude to nuclear waste disposal is expected to influence the fuel cycle option
selection for specific countries. Government control or legal requirements may determine that
either reprocessing and subsequent disposal of conditioned waste or long-term storage and
ultimate disposal spent fuel is preferred to give public confidence in nuclear power.

The fuel cycle option selected by some countries would depend on a broad range of
economic and energy strategy considerations. Consequently economic analysis of
reprocessing and of thermal recycle would necessarily include comparisons with the once-
through cycle and the recycle of plutonium in fast reactors.
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Proliferation Risk

The working group summarized that proliferation is primarily a political and not a
technical matter, and the political matter was not within the preview of the INFCE. However,
INFCE did assess the misuse of the nuclear fuel cycle for the purpose of developing a nuclear-
weapons capability. The working group stressed that the possible connection between nuclear
power and nuclear weapons has been generally recognized. International measures aimed at
reducing the risk of proliferation had resulted in a network of agreements and safeguards in the
international development of nuclear power. The principal institution were the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the Treaty of Tlateloleo, and the Treaty on Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons (NPT). The group considered the risk of proliferation that would be
associated with reprocessing, plutonium handling and recycling within context of those treaties
and agreements. There was agreement that the proliferation risk in the civilian nuclear power
cycle was in the management of the plutonium. Two main options were retaining the
plutonium in stored spent fuel elements without reprocessing; and reprocessing of the spent fuel
elements with subsequent storage of separated plutonium until it was recycled in thermal or fast
breeder reactors

The working group concluded that technical, safeguards, and institutional measures are to
be designed to ensure that misuse of the nuclear fuel cycle would be unattractive to a potential
proliferator. The function of international safeguards was to deter proliferation by the threat of
early detection. The technical and institutional measures structured into the nuclear fuel cycle
and its facilities was to support safeguards in order to discourage proliferation.

The assessment of diversion risk was to establish:

* The extent to which misuse of existing nuclear fuel cycle facilities or
materials could provide an easier route to the development of nuclear
weapons than the construction of special facilities or alternatively could
assist in the development of such a weapons programme;

* The relative risk of diversion in a fuel cycle that involves reprocessing and
recycle compared with the once-through cycle;

* The sensitive points of the reprocessing and recycle technologies;
and the technical, safeguards and institutional measures that could be taken
to increase resistance to diversion

The assessment factors used by this working group were:

* General Factors
• The number of sites with significant quantities of special nuclear

materials,
• The need for transport of plutonium.
• The quantities of plutonium.

* Form of the Plutonium
• The accessibility of plutonium and its chemical form,
• The quality (isotopic mixture) of plutonium.

* The nature of the facility
• The resources required for different diversion routes,
• The time required for diversion.

* The protectability of the plutonium
• The detection of diversion,
• The amenability to institutional arrangements.
• Safeguardability of the plutonium
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Safeguards

The working group concluded that effective international safeguards are an essential
feature of the nuclear power industry particularly in the area of reprocessing and MOX fuel
fabrication where plutonium exists in a relatively pure form.

Institutional Arrangements

The group considered six different institutional arrangements; national reprocessing
facilities; reprocessing services limited to large national facilities also serving foreign countries;
multinational projects and national facilities with multinational participation; multinational or
regional nuclear fuel cycle centers under IAEA or other international auspices; international
nuclear fuel authority; and international plutonium storage.

The institutional arrangements were assessed in the context of economics, resource
utilization, non-proliferation, security of supply, environmental impact, and the special needs of
developing countries. The alternative of deferring the decision on reprocessing and recycle
was also assessed, since the deferring option does have institutional implications for the interim
management of spent fuel and separated plutonium in storage.

The group concluded that some countries had an economic incentive to construct large-
scale plants; this would imply that it would not be necessary for all countries to develop this
technology. The fuel cycle services of reprocessing and fuel fabrication could be offered to
those countries with limited economic resources or during the early stage of nuclear
development. The group also recognized that international confidence in the security and
reliability of fuel cycle services was essential.

Special Needs of Developing Countries

The group noted that the main constraint to the introduction of nuclear power into
developing countries was the capability of the electrical grid to accept a nuclear unit, the heavy
economic burden involved, and the handling of the back-end of the fuel cycle. These countries
could defer reprocessing and adopt a policy for spent fuel management within national
boundaries or within international arrangements.

1.5 Fast Reactors

The working group on Fast Breeders analyzed the complete fast breeder fuel cycle for a
variety of fuel systems and the potential impact on the strategic aspects of nuclear energy,
availability, accessibility and sufficiency of resources and independence of energy supply.
Consideration was given to the applications of safeguards to resist nuclear weapons
proliferation and stressed points which are specific for fast reactors as compared with thermal
reactors. The proliferation resistance and the safeguards application for the fast reactor fuel
cycle was closely linked with the successive operations in the cycle. Two aspects were
considered: assessment of safeguards implementation in the existing fast aspects were
considered: assessment of safeguards implementation in the existing fast reactor fuel cycles at
the time of the INFCE exercise, and the possibility of adapting the fuel cycles to safeguards
requirements. Institutional measure such as fuel cycle centers were included in the study

The reference fuel cycle selected was the uranium-plutonium fuelled sodium cooled
reactor systems in operation at the time. The working group surmised that the growth in
energy consumption beyond the year 2000 and the eventual limited supply of uranium would
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require that the fullest utilization of the potential of nuclear energy and that could be achieved
by the introduction of fast breeder reactors. The group indicated that large-scale deployment
would strongly depend on the economies of fast breeder capitalization investment costs and
would probably not be economically attractive to countries with a small number of nuclear
plants. The considerations leading to design to deploy fast reactors would have to include the
requirements for large dedicated facilities (reprocessing, MOX fabrication, storage, etc.) needed
to close the fuel cycle.

The group assessed modifications to the U-Pu reference systems that would maximize
the diversion resistance of the fast rector fuel cycle. In the short term (up to the year 2000) this
enhanced resistance would involve storage, transportation and the use of plutonium in the form
of mixed UO2 and PuO2 fuel. The proliferation resistance could be enhanced by blending the
separated UO2 and PuO2 powders immediately after reprocessing or by co-conversion of nitrate
solutions of uranium and plutonium by co-precipitation, co-denitration or gel processing.
Increased containment within reprocessing plants by improved use of extended physical barriers,
reduction of outlet locations and automation of sampling operations would also increase the
proliferation resistance of the fast reactor fuel cycle. The group suggested that proliferation
resistance could be enhanced by the co-location of fuel fabrication and reprocessing plants
which would result in a substantial reduction in the transfers and transportation of non-irradiated
bulk material. The facilities could also be operated under multinational or international
arrangements.

The objective of the long-term modifications of the reference fuel cycle would be
primarily to further reduce the accessibility of plutonium. The modifications suggested were:
the co-processing of irradiated fuel which would avoid the need to completely separate
plutonium form uranium during reprocessing and to provide a radiation barrier in the
reprocessed material throughout the stage of the cycle. The group considered that this latter
modification could consist of: 1) inclusion of discrete, sealed radiation sources within the
finished fuel assemblies or transport containers; 2) pre-irradiation of fuel assemblies prior to
transportation; 3) addition of intensive gamma radiation to the end product of the reprocessing
plant; and 4) incomplete decontamination or partial reprocessing to retain fission products
The economics impact on fuel cycle costs were not addressed directly since there is limited
experience with these processes. Alternative fuel cycle using thorium as a fuel for fast reactors
or as a source for the 2MU for thermal reactors were also considered by the working group.

Diversion Resistance and Safeguards of Fast Breeder Fuel Cycles

The diversion resistance of plutonium in the fast reactor fuel cycle was considered by the
working group and included consideration relating to the chemical and isotopic composition of
the material, the physical form, and the radiation level. The working group suggested that for
at least two-thirds of the total fuel cycle time, the plutonium would be protected against
diversion by the intense radiation barrier of fission products. The safeguards system used for
fast reactor systems are based mainly on accountancy complemented by containment and
surveillance. In this context, the working group surmised that the diversion risks encountered
in the various stages of the fast reactor fuel cycle present no greater difficulties than in the LWR
with a U-Pu cycle, or even in a once-through cycle which includes long-term fuel storage as
opposed to fuel reprocessing and plutonium recycle.

In the short-term the group suggested that proliferation resistant would be enhanced by
the blending or co-conversion since the quantity of material needed to obtain a '"significant
quantity" and the time needed to convert the blend into a weapons usable material would be
increased. In the long-term the proliferation resistance increase would result primarily from
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the intense radiation barriers which add to the complexity and to the time needed to convert the
material into weapons-usable material. The multinational or international institutional
arrangements would also enhance the proliferation resistance of the fast reactor fuel cycle since
the nuclear material would not normally be immediately available. The diversion resistance of
die fast reactor fuel cycle using thorium resulted from the denaturing of the i13U with M*U which
would offer greater proliferation resistance than the uranium/plutonium cycles for LWRs and
Fast Reactors.

In general, the safeguards system used in fast reactor facilities is based mainly on
accountancy complemented by containment and surveillance. At the reactor emphasis is on
item counting and identification, supplemented where possible by non destructive measures.
In reprocessing plants, measurements are primarily mass determination at the dissolver solution
tank, in the waste streams and of the final products. The non-proliferation assurance of these
measure is supplemented by the containment provided by the biological shielding. Material
accounting is used in the fabrication plant supplemented by the safeguards capability to seal
containers used in the transport of finished fuel assemblies.

1.6 Spent Fuel Management

The working group on spent fuel management addressed: the storage strategies and costs
for all reactor systems; the short-term and/or intermediate storage capabilities (including storage
capabilities, storage requirements, siting, transportation, safeguards issues, costs, and legal
matters); and special needs of developing countries. The study dealt with the management of
spent fuel interim storage after its discharge from the reactor up to the time either of its being
reprocessed or of it being placed in a repository for disposal. The spent fuel transportation was
studied between at-reactor (AR) storage pools and the receiving pools of reprocessing plants or
away-from-reactor (AFR) storage facilities either to a reprocessing plant of for disposal.

The working group consensus was that the decision regarding the back-end strategy for
the fuel cycle would have the greatest impact on spent fuel management. The decision to
reprocess was related to countries or utilities that have made that decision regardless of whether
reprocessing services were immediately available. The decision to defer reprocessing or
directly dispose of the spent fuel would require interim storage facilities. The fuel transfer
option relate to those countries or utilities that have decided to transfer its spent fuel by means
of contrasts to other countries. The no-reprocessing decision relates to countries and utilities
that would instead of reprocessing, dispose of the spent fuel in a repository. The working
group concluded that physical protection measure and technologies for spent fuel storage and
transport was well established. The implementation of these measures at storage facilities are
to follow national security rules and regulations which are consistent with IAEA
recommendations. The high radiation level inherent in spent fuel provides a protection barrier
against proliferation. The group recognized that as the radiation level barriers decrease with
time, safeguards techniques may have to be adjusted. The group surmised that non-significant
changes would be expected in the inherent proliferation resistance of spent fuel during the
interim storage time before the decision to reprocess or to dispose of the fuel directly in a
repository was made.

The safeguards for spent fuel storage and transport would be implemented according to
national or international requirements and according to bilateral or IAEA agreements. The
group concluded that the safeguards measure for different types of spent fuel storage (AR and
AFR) are in general similar and well established The measures were considered as
independent of location and consisted of material accountancy complemented by containment
and surveillance. The material accountancy was based on item identification and item
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counting, supplemented by non-destructive measurements.

The working group determined that the then existing legal and institutional frame work
for spent fuel management was adequate to minimize the risk of proliferation. However, the
international legal frame work that provides countries with assurance of access to or
management of their spent fuel had not yet been defined. The needs identified with respect to
the legal frame work include: the application of IAEA safeguards to all nuclear material
contained in spent fuel in interim storage and transport, harmonization of national licensing
frameworks based on IAEA guides; adherence to an international convention on physical
protection; review of legally binding instruments perceived to cause difficulty with the
implementation of national programs to consider possible revision to both meet national needs
and maintain consistency with non-proliferation objective.

The working group suggested that consideration should be given to international
cooperation in developing fuel storage and management options, and thereby assist certain
countries in the economic and management aspects of spent fuel storage.

1.7 Waste Management and Disposal

This working group compared the disposal of waste that arise in the power generation for
a representative selection of nuclear fuel cycle. Impacts assessed in addition to the residual
hazard to health and safety included the effects on environment, costs of waste management and
disposal, and the proliferation risks that the wastes containing nuclear material might be
diverted. The reference fuel cycles considered were:
1) light water reactor once-through; 2) light water reactor with uranium-plutonium recycle; 3)
fast breeder reactor with plutonium recycle; 4) heavy water reactor, once-through; 5) heavy
water reactor with uranium-plutonium; 6) heavy water reactor with uranium-thorium cycle and
7) high temperature reactor with uranium-thorium cycle. The fuel cycles studied different only
in detail. The heavy elements of uranium and thorium recovered from their ores and any
nuclear material not used in the various fuel cycles are considered waste. The categories of
waste considered were: 1) wastes from ore processing; 2) refining conversion and enrichment
wastes; 3) fuel element fabrication wastes; 4) reactor wastes; 5) unprocessed spent fuel; 6)
reprocessing wastes.

The working group concluded that it was difficult to quantify the diversion risks of waste
management and disposal. Waste materials were viewed by the group as relatively
unattractive as source material for the production of a nuclear weapon. The depleted uranium
oxide would either require enrichment, or irradiation and reprocessing. The group surmised
that plutonium in vitrified waste or in concrete would be very dispersed and difficult to recover.
Spent fuel from once-through fuel cycles would be very dispersed and difficult to recover
Spent fuel from once-through fuel cycles would be initially unattractive because of fission
production radioactivity, but since this decreases with time, it would become the principal waste
item to be considered as a diversion risk. These waste would meet the IAEA criteria for
termination of safety prior to disposal, except for spent fuel and high-purity non-recycled
uranium oxide Safeguards of the spent fuel contained in canisters could be readily
accomplished since accountability would be primarily via item accounting and inventory
verification during transport and storage in a geological repository. Backfilling of
emplacement section, storage rooms and galleries would provide increased containment

The group surmised that the special needs of developing counties are similar to the needs
of industrial countries with a limited nuclear power program and consequently are independent
of the fuel cycle. The group found that some developing countries would need support in
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developing facilities for the transport and disposition of spent fuel and/or wastes, and assistance
in establishing regulation.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This working group concluded generally that the relative differences of the impacts from
waste management and disposal between the reference fuel cycles were not decisive factors in
choosing a fuel cycle. In comparing the fuel cycles the group concluded that:

1. The environmental and radiological impacts are mainly correlated to uranium
demand and are largest for the once-through fuel cycles and least for the fast
breeder reactor cycle. The HWR U-Th cycle compares favourably in terms of the
environmental impact and the collective dose commitment when assuming the
longer isolation time.

2. The contribution to the collective dose commitment from waste disposal would not
be significant compared with that from natural background and would be of the
same order of magnitude as that from the other phases of the fuel cycle.

3. The cost of waste management and disposal would be a few percent of the value of
the electricity generated and does not vary greatly between the various fuel cycles.

4. The once-through fuel cycles leave spent fuel in under ground repositories which
could in time become increasingly attractive for diversion and proliferation risk.
The timely detection of clandestine retrieval would require an effort small
compared with other phase of the fuel cycle, but extending over an indefinite time.

Recommendations on Legal and Institutional Matters

This working group made the following recommendations on legal and institutional
matters:

1. Multinational and international repositories could offer advantages in non-
proliferation and economic aspects.

2. ( ) disposal or spent fuel and/or vitrified high level waste would ease the
concerns of countries with limited nuclear power programs or in which suitable
sites do not exist. The centralization would reduce the proliferation/diversion
risk since a larger number of spent fuel repositories would enhance the risk.

3. Internationally accepted guidelines should be developed for the handling
conditioning, storage and disposal of the various categories of radioactive wastes.

4. Responsibility for waste management and disposal should be defined in terms of
the roles of government authorities and roles of the facility operators.

5. Legal, administrative and financial aspects of long-term storage or disposal of
spent fuel should be thoroughly examined.

1.8 Advanced Fuel Cycle and Reactor Concepts

The working group on advanced fuel cycle and reactor concepts defined two general
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objectives: 1) the urgent need to meet the world's energy requirements and that nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes should be made widely available to that end; and 2)effective measures
could and should be taken at the national level and through international agreements to
minimize the danger of the proliferation of nuclear weapons without jeopardizing energy
supplies or the development of nuclear energy for peaceful purpose.

The group specifically addressed advanced fuel cycle and reactor concepts for, 1) once-
through fuel utilization for thermal reactors; 2) other reactors and fuel cycle concepts; and 3)
special needs of developing countries. The range of reactor systems and fuel cycles considered
by the group did not permit direct comparisons. The study did assess resource utilization,
technical and development needs, safety and environmental aspects, economics and non-
proliferation attributes. The group surmised that although no technical solution can provide
absolute security against proliferation risks, fuel cycles differ significantly in non-proliferation
attributes.

The group consensus was that in the once-through fuel mode, the most important
proliferation aspects were associated with enrichment facilities, fresh fuel containing highly
enriched uranium and the accumulation of spent fuel. The use of natural uranium-fuelled
HWRs removes the need for enrichment services. If spent fuel reprocessing capabilities and
unsafeguarded natural uranium are available, then the availability of heavy water could become
a proliferation concern. The group also indicated that this concern should be assessed in the
context of the availability of a material such as a graphite. The group concluded that all
reactors require safeguarding, but safeguarding of continuous refuelling systems would require
different procedures and could be more difficult than for batch refuelling systems. At the
back-end of the once-through fuel cycle, the quantity, quality and concentration of fissile
material and the associated radioactivity differ in various fuel cycle options. The group
concluded that these differences do not seem to constitute significant differences in proliferation
risks.

The group concluded that most of the resource utilization improvement to the once-
through fuel cycle would not significantly effect proliferation resistance. The group indicated
that an adequate degree of proliferation resistance could be attained in the short and medium
terms in the once-through cycle by appropriate safeguards applied to enrichment, fuel
fabrication, and irradiated fuel storage facilities.

Advanced Fuel Cycle Concepts

The working group considered a number of advanced reactor concepts, but the main
emphasis was on thorium cycles. The thorium cycle interest has been based both on its
potential use in breeder blankets and on the potential to denature uranium-thorium cycles in the
context of non-proliferation concerns. The group concluded that when compared with the
uranium-plutonium cycle, the uranium enrichment levels needed for the thorium cycle are
considerably higher and less separative work would be required to produce highly enriched
uranium. For the denatured uranium-thorium cycles which are based on fuel cycles which
require highly enriched uranium, the non-proliferation concerns would indicate a particularly
important need for appropriate safeguarding systems associated with the enrichment, storage,
transport and fabrication stages. The group further concluded that in general the proliferation
resistance of the uranium-thorium closed cycles would be equivalent to the closed uranium-
plutonium cycle.

Research Reactors

This working group assessed the many research reactors in operation using highly
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enriched uranium. The group surmised that trade in and widespread use of highly enriched
uranium and the production of fissile materials constitute proliferation risks. The group
assessed that proliferation resistance can be increased by:

Reducing enrichment to 20% or less which is internationally recognized to be an
adequate isotopic barrier to weapons usable uranium;
Reduction of the stockpiles of highly enriched uranium;
Reduction of the annual production of fissile materials in research reactors, even
through attainment of weapons-usable material would still require spent fuel
reprocessing. In some research reactors fuelled with natural uranium the
proliferation resistance could be improved by utilizing lightly enriched uranium,
which reduces the plutonium production.

The working group stressed that in an overall assessment of the proliferation resistance of
research reactors, it would be necessary to consider all of the factors and implement stringent
systems. The group noted that to reduce enrichment in research reactors in order to improve
proliferation resistance requires international cooperation not only in research and development
of fuels and core conversions, but also in the formation of criteria and procedures.

2. Recent Opportunities

The international commercial development and deployment of nuclear fuel cycle systems
for electricity generation have essentially followed the evolutionary extension of the consensus
arrived at by the nuclear energy scientists and engineers in the INFCE study. The technical
and analytical study focused on the importance of preventing nuclear proliferation by the misuse
of the technologies, facilities, and materials used in the nuclear fuel cycle for the purpose of
developing nuclear weapons. The discussions by states of specific nuclear power programs
and policies for civil use appears to have been based on the specific concerns and conditions
that prevailed in the respective countries. The international commercial nuclear power systems
currently in operation or in development include a mix of fuel cycles ranging from the once-
through LWR and HWR systems, the LWR with recycle of reprocessed uranium and civil
plutonium. and commercial and demonstration fast reactor systems as plutonium breeders
and/or actinide burning reactors.

The alternative nuclear material management systems adopted by the States appear to
have addressed the different needs and concerns of each of the countries and/or utilities
Addressing these needs and concerns include a combination of considerations:

• Long-term energy independence policy,
• International commerce control of uranium,
• Flexibility offered by a mixed system of fuel cycle services relating to intra and

international policies,
• Public perception of nuclear power,
• National and public perception of the relative advantages and disadvantages of

specific fuel cycle systems, and the
• Non-proliferation risks attributed to specific fuel cycles.

The once-through and the reprocessing/recycle commercial fuel cycles have matured
with an increasing level of reactor operations, high level waste (HLW) management activities
(for both near-term interim storage operations and technology development for repositories for
storage/disposed of both spent fuel and high-level-waste).
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2.1 Once-through Fuel Cycle and Interim Storage Fuel Cycles

The primary focus of technology in the once-through fuel cycle has been in the
development of methods for conditioning spent fuel for long-term storage in repositories and the
technologies relating to the experimental design and testing (site characterization), construction,
and operation of repository facilities for long-term storage. In the countries involved in these
storage developments, there seems to be a consensus that there is not yet an urgent need for
long-term disposition in repositories for either high level long lived waste in vitrified waste
form or for conditioned spent fuel assemblies. Recently there has been an emphasis to develop
interim storage facilities in the attempt to ease the programmes for the construction and
operation of a permanent system of long-term repositories. The existance of independent spent
fuel storage facilities reflects the situation that the at-reactor storage capacity has been exceeded
in some utilities. In some countries, the increasing number of utilities whose spent-fuel
storage capacity may be exceeded before the completion and availability of the long-term
geologic repository has motivated the introduction of programs to explore the most viable and
economic plans to expand above-ground interim storage capabilities of dry storage casks and
other systems. The evaluation of the proliferation resistant characteristics of the interim
storage facilities should include these developments. Spent-fuel proliferation barriers
dependent on radioactivity (such as the so called Spent Fuel Standard-SFS) have to be assessed
in terms of the decreasing radiation intensity over storage periods which may extend to 50 years
or more. The adoption of a surface interim storage strategy allows the state/utility to choose
either a once through or recycle strategy at a later date based on the best technical information
available at that time.

2.2 Civil-Use of Uranium and Plutonium Recycle

In several of the advanced nuclear energy states, the maturing of civil uranium and
plutonium recycle has involved the development of large-scale reprocessing plants, facilities for
the re-enrichment and use of reprocessed uranium and MOX fabrication facilities. The
capacities of these facilities have been expanded to increase the use of plutonium as MOX fuel
in existing reactor systems. Facilities are also operational for the vitrification of high level
liquid waste and the conditioning of other reprocessing wastes. These are currently stored,
awaiting final disposal in geological repositories. Development programmes are in place in a
number of states to further optimize these waste management processes: The stated objectives
of the recycling mode of operation are to maximize the utilization of uranium, to reduce the
reduce the waste volumes, and to reduce the radiotoxicity of the waste to be disposed of in
geologic repositories.

The non-proliferation concerns must address the potential increased stocks of separated
plutonium in such closed fuel cycles since those fuel cycles may be selected by an interesting
number of countries. In advanced nuclear energy states the plutonium and uranium recycle
fuel management is trying to establish a balance between reprocessing, MOX fabrication, power
reactor burning of the recycled materials with fully safeguarded plutonium storage at all times
The completion and operation of large-scale reprocessing facilities and MOX fabrication plants
will enable the draw down of available separated plutonium currently in store. The current
fuel recycle operations have involved commercial arrangements and agreements centering
around advanced nuclear states having the capacities for large-scale closed fuel-cycle services
and electricity utilities.

The closed thermal fuel cycle could be maintained for several plutonium and uranium
recycles, but ultimately without the introduction of fast reactors, spent fuel storage and
disposition will have to be addressed in a manner similar to the once-through cycle. The spent
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fuel could be stored while fast reactors are developed to burn plutonium and actinides or to
breed additional fuel. The spent fuel that was not used in fast reactors would eventually be
disposed of in geologic repositories. Consequently, proliferation resistant characteristics of
long term fuel storage and disposal would have to be evaluated for closed-cycle options as well
as open cycle options.

2.3 Partitioning and Transmutation cycles

Several advanced nuclear energy states have extensive development programmes aimed
at reducing the long term radiotoxicity of nuclear wastes. Theses programmes concentrate on
the separation of long lived radioisotopes (e.g. major actinides, minor actinides, and specific
fission products) and their subsequence transmutation in either thermal or fast reactor systems.
As such, partitioning and transmutation cycles have many of the same non-proliferation
characteristics as the other recycle options.

2.4 Weapons Plutonium and Weapons Uranium Disposition

The strategic arms reduction treaty (START) and related bilateral agreements appears to
have introduced additional challenges to the nuclear safeguards and non-proliferation programs
The non-proliferation concerns would have to address: the risk of proliferation by unauthorized
groups, the resistance to the reintroducing the weapons material back into the weapons
inventory, and the emerging threat of smuggling nuclear material. States with declared excess
weapons materials have initiated programs to study options for the disposition of these materials.
It would be expected that the selected options could serve as a basis for a model procedure in
the ultimate disposition of all fissile materials from weapons. The criteria for evaluating the
non-proliferation characteristics of the fissile material disposition option should be consistent
with the criteria developed here to evaluate the overall fuel cycle.

For plutonium. some studies concluded that options for the disposition of weapons
materials should meet the "spent fuel standard", so that the plutonium would ultimately be as
inaccessible for weapons use as the plutonium that presently exists in spent fuel from
commercial reactors. Two suggested options under study are consistent with the spent fuel
standard for such disposition. They are: 1. direct mixture of the plutonium with radioactive
fission products, and 2. fabrication of the plutonium in MOX fuel assemblies for burning into
the LWR civilian power cycle. The impact on the current commercial fuel cycle was judged to
be minimal since the ultimate long-term disposal requirements could be accommodated within
the geologic repositories currently under development for the once-through fuel cycle and the
uranium-plutonium recycle.

In the case of the declared excess weapons grade HEU, the blending down process to
LEU oxide fuels for deployment into the commercial power cycle could be carried out utilizing
existing technologies. The evaluation of the non-proliferation characteristics would have to
address, the material control and accountancy safeguards in the transfer of ownership between
the military and the civilian sectors, the safeguards methods used to verify that materials
processed were removed from the weapons complex, and that the weapons materials
reconstituted into fuel assemblies were deployed into the commercial fuel cycle. The
safeguards monitoring system would have to involve a high level of transparency and
traceability which could assure that the mutually agreed to declarations of all the weapons
nuclear material flows and inventories could be validated with a high level of confidence

3. Recent Technology Developments
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3.1 Alternative Fuel Cycles

Alternative recycle concepts have been introduced and studied by several countries
The concepts involve the recycle of spent fuel without the separation (or partial separation) of
plutonium from the uranium or fission products. The approach is an alternative to either direct
long-term storage or the current Purex based reprocessing cycle. An example of an alternative
fuel cycle is the DUPIC cycle currently being developed. In this fuel cycle the spent fuel
arisings of LWRs are reconfigured and recast into heavy water reactor fuel elements for power
operations in CANDU reactors. The evaluation of the non-proliferation characteristics of the
cycles would have to be associated with the draw-down of spent fuel arisings in the LWR once-
through fuel cycle, and the barrier to the accessibility of the fuel in the process of reconstitution
and refabrication. A proposed extension of this approach explores the potential for introducing
fresh and appropriately enriched uranium in the refabrication process for the fuel assemblies
which can be reintroduced into the LWR fuel cycle. Other recycle technologies that do not
involve separation of fissile materials include the pyrometallurgical and electrorefining fission
product decontamination processes. In general, the assessment of the non-proliferation
characteristics would include the impact on the safeguards controls and material accountancy
during the flow of fissile materials in the recycle and fabrication operations. Particularly
sensitive, could be the plutonium streams in the fertile blanket assemblies of the fast reactor fuel
cycles for which much of the technology was originally developed.

In most of the alternative recycle systems concepts (LWR, HWR, and fast reactor), the
inaccessibility to the fuel streams is usually associated with the fuel cycles as proliferation
resistant characteristics. The evaluation of the proliferation resistant characteristics would,
therefore, have to include the impact of inaccessibility on material control and accountancy
measures. The inaccessibility for material accountability is not necessarily to be construed as a
lesser proliferation concern. The objective of IAEA safeguards is the implementation of
material accountancy as a safeguards measure of fundamental importance, with containment
and surveillance as important complementary measures.

3.2 Thorium Fuel Cycle

The thorium-uranium fuel cycle is currently being pursued on a limited scale by several
countries. The primary incentive for the thorium-uranium fuel cycle would be in extending the
utilization of nuclear material resources for use in the conventional commercial thermal and fast
reactor power systems. The exploitation of the thorium resources are essentially a long-term
large-scale energy production option. The 231U produced in the Th-U cycle, is as fissionable
and radiotoxic as 219Pu. Although systems have been proposed in which the 2"U is denatured
with "SU, even the denatured Th-U/2MU introduces non-proliferation concerns The suggested
cycles include ~"U/U enrichment levels ranging from three to twelve percent Studies in
isotopic separation processes have indicated that the separation of ~"U is greatly facilitated in
comparison to the low enrichment 233LJ/U cycle. The ease of the isotopic separation is a
consequence of the mass difference of five between "'U and 2MU as compared to three for the
2"U and :vsU, the higher concentration levels of the M3UAJ fuel, and the lowered inventory fuel
requirements to achieve significant-quantity levels. These considerations would have to be
integrated into the evaluation of the non-proliferation characteristics of the thorium-uranium
cycles.

3.3 Reduced Enrichment Research and Test Reactor Program

The Reduced Enrichment Research and Test Reactor (RERTR) Program has progressed
in close co-operation with many international organizations. The non-proliferation objective
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of the program was to minimize the use of HEU in civil nuclear programs involving research
and test reactors. The non-proliferation concerns are now being addressed in the back end of
the fuel cycle. The focus is on non-proliferation aspects of storage and reprocessing of the
spent HEU fuel. Non-proliferation concerns about the RERTR fuel cycle must be evaluated
since the LEU fuels (less than 20% 235U requires fewer SWRs and smaller initial inventories for
re-enriching to weapons HEU levels.

4. Trends

4.1 Regional and Institutional Arrangements

Several regionally sectored groups of States have recently proposed the establishment of
institutional arrangements for developing nuclear energy power systems. The common nuclear
energy communities would serve as centers for regional co-operation and co-ordination of civil-
use nuclear research and development consistent with the resources of the region. The
selection of fuel cycle options by the member States would then be based on the fuel cycle
services the regional centers made available by the more advanced nuclear States within region
Fuel cycle centers could offer regional enrichment, reprocessing and MOX fabrication services,
interim storage and/or long-term geologic repository disposition for fuel cycle wastes, and spent
fuel from once-through or recycle fuel cycle systems. The regional safeguards and non-
proliferation systems would supplement and complement the IAEA safeguards objectives and
obligations. The regional arrangements for nuclear fuel supply, nuclear safety, nuclear waste,
nuclear material management and nuclear safeguards would introduce a common market for
nuclear power similar to the Euratom consortium. The non-proliferation characteristics of the
fuel cycle options would be influenced by the region-based consensus and would be consistent
with the States commitments and obligations to the IAEA safeguards. The advanced nuclear
countries could form such regional consortium in Asia, CIS, Western Europe, South America,
and North America.

4.2 Transparency

The international nuclear power industry has had an extensive history and experience in
the strategy of the once-through fuel cycles, the closed fuel cycles, spent fuel reprocessing
uranium and plutonium recycle, and waste management activities.
Advanced nuclear energy States have proposed to enhance the transparency aspects of non-
proliferation commitments as confidence building measures for the public and international
community in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and to ensure that the excess nuclear
materials stores are not cycled or directed into nuclear weapons programs.

The States would establish programs involving the peaceful uses, production, and
disposition of plutonium and high-enriched uranium in a transparent manner. The
transparency could involve utilizing mutually agreed to information and data exchange for
validation of declared information and for maintaining knowledge of nuclear material flows and
inventory in the commercial power production cycles. The implementation of fuel cycle
validation methods could depend on the co-operatively offered declarations and access to data
relating to the flows and inventories at key locations within the fuel cycle: conversion processes.
enrichment operations, fuel fabrication plants, reactor power loading configurations,
reprocessing plants, and spent fuel or separated plutonium and high enriched uranium storage
facilities including interim storage and geologic repositories.

4.3 Balancing Supply and Demand
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Increasing dependence on using the energy value of plutonium and high enriched
uranium introduces additional challenges to nuclear safeguards and institutional arrangements in
addressing. non-proliferation concerns. Several countries with advanced nuclear power
programs are exploring the development of guidance of the storage and use of plutonium and
high enriched uranium for international storage and management. One aspect being addressed
is the potential of balancing the supply and demand of plutonium and high enriched uranium to
minimize their accumulating in stores. The objective is to limit the buildup and ultimately
reducing and eliminating excess inventories of separated plutonium and HEU.

4.4 Higher Burnup Fuel Cycles

Electric power utilities are seeking to achieve higher fuel burnups (ranging from 40-60
GWd/t) to improve fuel cycle economics. This tend and the consequential higher levels of
238Pu tends to reduce the overall quality of the plutonium generated in the cycle but also gives
rise to some accountancy difficulties. The higher plutonium specific neutron yields, by factors
of two or three, result from changes in the plutonium isotopic composition as a function of the
burnup and not mass increase. Neutron NDA methods for material control and accountancy
will be impacted by the added burden of the calibration requirements as a consequence of the
changes in and the uncertainties in the changes of the isotopic concentration without
commensurate changes in the plutonium content.
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APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION
RESISTANCE

This Appendix provides a structured derivation of the key indicators of proliferation
resistance which provide the foundation of the methodology presented in this paper.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

Ret'. Consideration Rcf. Consideration

Minimize the
likelihood of Civil
derived technologies
being misused of
diverted for military
programs

•1.1 Control access to
source material

-1.2 Minimize the •

1.3

requirements for dual
use teclinologies.

Control access to
dual use
technologies

Ref. Consideration Rcf. Consideration

1.3.1 Retain sensitive —
technologies within
existing states

— 1.3.2 Minimize potential for
local duplication of
dual use technologies

Sheet 1

Ref. Key Indicator

1.1.1 Controlled and monitored
access to source materials
(e.g. uranium ore, low
cnriclunent uranium, irradiated
fuel etc). See also objectives
2&3.

1.2.1 Avoidance of dual use
technologies
(e.g.enrichment
(Preprocessing)

1.3.1.1 Makes maximum use of
existing international
facilities and centers.

1.3.1.2. Avoids requirement for
localization of dual use
technologies (equipment,
information, & trained
personnel).

1.3.2.1 Avoids requirement for local
fabrication of dual use
components.

1.3.2.2 Dual use components require
complex fabrication.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

Ref. Consideration Rcf. Consideration Rcf. Consideration Ref. Consideration Ref.

Minimize the
likelihood of Civil
derived technologies
being misused of
diverted for military
programs (Cont.)

•1.4 Maximize the"
potential for the
timely detection and
termination of
technology misuse or
diversion. (Maximize
transparency of
technology usage).

• 1.4.1 Maximize the potential"
for local inspection to
detect misuse or
diversion of technology

-1.4.2

•1.4.3

Maximize the potential •
for regional
surveillance to detect
misuse or diversion of
technology

-1.4.1.1

-1.4.2.1

Maximize potential for -
termination of misuse
or diversion

-1.4.3.1

Sheet 2

Key Indicator

Ease of design verification
by local inspection (for
technology misuse or
diversion)

Conspicuous signature of
technology misuse or

diversion (e.g.
- physically large equipment,
- conspicuous effluent plume
- requirement for strategic

materials).

Minimize localization of
sensitive technologies and
support infrastructure.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

Ref. Consideration Ref. Consideration

Minimize the -
likelihood of Civil
derived technologies
being misused of
diverted for military
programs

-2.1 Control the
availability of civil
derived material

Rcf. Consideration Ref. Consideration Rcf.

Sheet 3

Kev Indicator

2.1.1 Minimize the quantities ~r2.1,1.1 Reduce existing civil—2.1.1.1.1 Capability'to use and reduce
of (potentially weapons

useable) fissile material

(or intermediates)

available

Pu stockpiles.

2.1.1.2 Minimize production
of ncji fissile
material

or render irretrievable
existing civil Pu stockpiles

"2.1.1.2.1 No requirement for
production of HEU or
separation of Pu

-2.1.1.2.2 High burnup capability (Pu
quality).

-2.1.1.2.3 Use of non fertile fuels.

-2.1.1.2.4 Recycle of fissile material
(Pu quality)

-2.1.1.2.3 synchronous production and
use of fissile material.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

Rcf. Consideration

Minimize the
likelihood or Civil
derived material
being derived for
use in military
programs

Rcf. Consideration

-2.1 Control the

Rcf.

-2.1.2

Consideration

availability of civil
derived material

Minimize the
attractiveness and
quality of fissile
material produced.

Ref. Consideration Ref.

Sheet 4

Kev Indicator

-2.1.2.1 No requirement for
production of HEU.

-2.1.2.2 High bumup capability (Pu
quality)

-2.1.2.3 Recycle of fissile material
(Pu quality)

-2.1.2.4 Avoidance of the production
of separated fissile material
(e.g. Pu, 233U, &

-2.1.2.5 Isotopic denaturing of
separated fissile material
(e.g.Pu with 137Cs).

2.1.2.6 Spiking of separated fissile
material (e.g.Pu with l37Cs).

-2.1.2.7 Conditioning of fissile
material into a physical or
chemical form that is
anaccessible to diversion
(e.g.vitricication or other
forms of encapsulation).
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

Rcf. Consideration Rcf. Consideration Ref. Consideration Rcf. Consideration Ref.

Sheet 5

Kcv Indicator

2. Minimiz.e the
likelihood of Civil
derived material
being derived for
use in military
programs (Cont.)

-2.1 Control the -2.1.3 Enhance the protection—2.1.3.1 Enhance the physical -|-2.1.3.1.1. Minimum out of core
: of civil

derived
materiaI(Cont.)

of fissile material
produced

protection of fissile
material

inventor}' of fissile material.

-2.1.3.1.2 Minimum requirement for
handling and transfer of
fissile material (e.g. co-
location of facilities).

-2.1.3.1.3 Early treatment and
(irretrievable) disposal of
spent fuel (once through)
cycle or final cycle).

•2.1.3.1.4 Centralized storage of fissile
material (e.g.international
fuel cycle facilities, waste
repository, or storage of
separated Pu-reprocessing
/recycle option).

'2.1.3.1.5 Difficult}' to access and easy
to authenticate inventory of
fissile material.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

Ref. Consideration Rcf. Consideration Ref. Consideration Ref. Consideration Rcf.

Sheet 6

Kev Indicator

Minimize the
likelihood of Civil
derived material
being derived for
use in military
programs (Com.)

-2.1 Control the
of civil

derived
material(Cont.)

-2.1.3 Enhance the protection—2.1.3.2 Enhance the non-
of fissile material pli^siciil protection of
produced fissile material

•2.1.3.2.1. Application of insoluble fuels
inconsistent with existing
separation technologies and
suitable for direct disposal
(once through cycle).

-2.1.3.2.2 Co-processing of Pu and U
(Th,U). (reprocessing/
recycle option)

-2.1.3.2.3 Spiking of separated fissile
material (e.g.spiking Pu or
HEU with 137Cs).

•2.1.3.2.4 (Only) partial separation of
fissile material (reprocessing/
recycle option).

"2.1.3.2.5 Early conversion of separated
Pu to MOX (reprocessing/
recycle option).

•2.1.3.2.6 Conditioning of fissile
material into a physical or
chemical form that is
inaccessible to diversion
(e.g. vitrification or other
forms of encapsulation).

'2.1.3.2.7 Disposal of fissile material in
a manner that insures that it
is inaccessible to diversion.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

Rcf. Consideration Ref. Consideration Ref. Consideration Rcf. Consideration

Minimize the
likelihood of Civil
derived in;ilcri;il
being derived for
use in military
programs (Cont.)

-2.2 Maximize the
potential for timely
detection of material
diversion (Enhance
transparency and ease
of inspection).

Rcf.

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.2.5

Sheet 7

Kcv Indicator

High degree of transparency
of process activities. Ease of
inspection and material
accountancy

Low level of complexity, case
of design verification and
minimum unmeasurable hold-
up in process.

Low unit throughput

Multinational involvement
(e.g.international fuel cycle
centers).

Traceability of material to
source.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF KEY INDICATORS OF PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

Rcf. Consideration Rcf. Consideration Ref. Consideration Ref. Consideration

3. Minimize the 3.1
likelihood of
redundant weapons
derived material
returning to military
usage.

Reduce existing —
redundant military
stockpiles (Pu,HEU)

Sheet 8

Ref. Key Indicator

-3.1.1. Capability to use or
irretrievably dispose of
existing redundant military
stockpiles (Pu, HEU)
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APPENDIX C APPLICATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE
INDICATORS METHODOLOGY

1. Comparison of the Tandem and the DUPIC Fuel Cycles

This section demonstrates the application of the proliferation resistance methodology to
the selection of a fuel cycle option for the recycle of fuel from LWRs to CANDU Reactors
Because of the high neutron efficiency of the CANDU reactor, this reactor type can utilize the
residual fissile reactivity of the enriched uranium and plutonium from spent LWR fuel without
the need for additional fissile material or enrichment. Two options have been suggested.

the direct use of PWR fuel in CANDU (the DUPIC cycle) which avoids the need for
conventional reprocessing, and

the use of conventional reprocessing technology in which the reprocessed uranium
(typically-0.9% "'U) is used as a source of slightly enriched uranium (the Tandem cycle)
for CANDU fuel and the separated plutonium is used as MOX in LWRs. [1]

The main reason for the development of the DUPIC cycle is its claimed proliferation
resistance. The key indicators are applied to these two option in order to highlight significant
differences between them.

1.1 Options Assessed

The two fuel cycles being compared are shown schematically in Figures C-l and C-2.
Both cycles start with the discharge of spent LWR fuel (up stream activities are common to both
options). The following assumptions are made:

Both LWR and CANDU reactors are operational in Country A which has the capability
to fabricate UO2 for both LWR and CANDU reactors and can safely store irradiated fuel.
Country A does not currently have reprocessing or DUPIC technology. DUPIC Fuel and
Reprocessed U fuel achieve similar bumup in a CANDU reactor.

The DUPIC fuel cycle option includes:

Removal of SNF fuel pins from LWR fuel bundles,
• Shear of fuel pin
• Removal of fuel pellets,
• Reduction of pellet to powder,
• Repelletization,
• Fabrication of pellets into fuel rods, and
• Assembly of rods into CANDU fuel bundles.

In the DUPIC option

DUPIC technology is developed and implemented on an industrial scale in
Country A
Spent DUPIC fuel is stored pending direct disposal following irradiation in
CANDU in Country A.

In the reprocessing (Tandem cycle) option.

Spent LWR fuel is transported to Country B for reprocessing. Reprocessed U
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Figure C-l

Schematic Flow Sheet of DUPIC Option
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Figure C-2

Conventional Reprocessing Option
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returned to Country A for fabrication into CANDU fuel. Plutonium is returned
to Country A as finished MOX fuel.
Country B currently has fully safeguard reprocessing and MOX fabrication
facilities.
Spent reprocessed U fuel and MOX fuel are stored pending direct disposal
following irradiation in Country A.
MOX fuel displaces an equal quantity (equivalent heavy metal content) of UO2.
fuel in LWRs.

1.2 Comparison of fuel cycles

The two fuel cycles are compared using the key indicators in Table C-l. This allows an
objective appraisal of the two fuel cycles to be made from a non-proliferation prospective.
From Table C-l it can be seen that both fuel cycles offer proliferation resistance in different
areas. Both cycles recycle fissile material and hence perform well in that they minimize the
overall quantities and isotopic quality of fissile material produced.

The DUPIC cycle perform well by reducing the attractiveness of the fissile material in
the cycle and by not separating Pu and U from the fission products. There are, however,
potential difficulties with the DUPIC cycle in terms of material accountancy and safeguards
verification (this may require development or further optimization) and possibly some
difficulties with proliferation of sensitive technologies and know how.

The reprocessing cycle performs well by reducing the proliferation of sensitive
technologies and by using existing facilities that have a clearly demonstrated track in the areas
of transparency and inspection. The reprocessing cycle is not however without negative points.
This cycle is less effective in reducing the attractiveness and quality of fissile material as it
produce separated Pu necessary to produce MOX. The reprocessing option may also provide
more potential for substitution due to the increased handling associated with international
transport.

On balance, however, there probably is relatively little difference between the two cycles
in terms of their overall non-proliferation performance. It is likely therefore that any
differentiation would be made on institutional considerations of the relative importance of the
proliferation of sensitive technologies into Country A compared to the storage of separated Pu
in Country B. It is not the purpose of this example to make such a differentiation.

[1] (Reference - The CANDU Reactors Fuel Cycle Flexibility, D.A.Magnolia,
Electricity "96 Conference and Exposition, Canadian Electricity Association, Montreal.
Quebec. Canada. 1996)
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TABLE C-l

COMPARISON OF DUPIC AND REPROCESSING OPTION

Key Indicator

1. Technical Measures
1.1 Avoidance of proliferation of sensitive

technologies and knowhow

Avoidance of dual use technologies

Makes maximum use of existing international
fuel cycle facilities and centres

Avoids requirement for localisation of dual use
technologies

Avoids requirement for local fabrication of
dual use components

Dual use components require complex
fabrication

Minimise localisation of sensitive technologies
and support infrastructure

1.2 Measures to reduce requirements for and
production of SNM

No requirement for production of HEU

DUPIC Fuel Cycle

Minimum use of sensitive technologies limited to
remote handling/fabrication
fuel shearing (initial phase of reprocessing)

Minimum use of existing international facilities

Minimum use of existing international facilities

DUPIC technology would be introduced into Country A
some components (e.g.remote handling,fuel sheering) and
knowhow are relevant to reprocessing

DUPIC technology is likely to be developed and fabrication
in Country A

DUPIC technology is likely to require complex fabrication

DUPIC technology and know how will be developed in
Country A

None

Reprocessing Cycle

Use of reprocessing and Pu handling
technologies

Makes full use of international facilities

No localisation of technology

No localisation of technology

Not applicable

Not applicable

Limited to handling of

None
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TABLE C-l

COMPARISON OF DUPIC AND REPROCESSING OPTION

Key Indicator
High bumup capability

Use of non-fertile fuel
Recvcle of fissile material
Synchronous production and use of fissile
material

1.3 Measures to reduce the attractiveness or
quality of fissile material

Recycle of fissile material

High burnup of capabilities
Avoidance of the production of separated
fissile material
Isotopic denaturing of separated fissile
material
Spiking of separated fissile material
Conditioning of fissile material into a
physical or chemical for that is
inaccessible to diversion
Application of insoluble fuels inconsistent
with separation teclinologies available at
the time and suitable for direct disposal

DUPIC Fuel Cycle
DUPIC derived fuel is in practice twice burnt hence
overall production of Pu per GWHc is reduced

No

Yes
Spent LWR fuel will only be stored for a period to
allow cooling prior to DUPIC processing

Yes, reduces quality of Pu by increasing effective
bumup
DUPIC effectively provides double bum
Yes

Non Applicable

Not Applicable
Fissile material remains mixed with fission products
and U. CANDU fuel is relatively small

Not Applied

Reprocessing Cycle
RU CANDU fuel is capable of bumup equivalent to
DUPIC. MOX LWR fuel is capable of higher
bumup than DUPIC

No

Yes
Spent LWR fuel will only be stored for a period to
allow cooling prior to reprocessing. Only
minimum buffer storage of separated Pu to smooth
MOX fabrication

Yes, reduce quality of Pu by increasing effective
bumup
LWR MOX capable of higher bumup than DUPIC

Current reprocessing technology requires the
production of separated Pu prior to MOX fabrication
No

No
Pu is conditioned into LWR fuel elements. RU is
converted into CANDU fuel bundles

Not Applied
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TABLE C-l

COMPARISON OF DUPIC AND REPROCESSING OPTION

Key Indicator
Co-processing of Pu and U

(Only) partial separation of fissile material

Early conversion of separated Pu to MOX

1 4 Measures to protect fissile material
Minimum out of core inventory of fissile
material

Minimum requirement for handling and
transfer of fissile material
Early treatment and disposal of spent fuel
Difficult to assess and easy to authenticate
inventory of fissile material

Disposal of fissile material in a manner that
ensures that it is inaccessible to diversion

1.5 Measures to reduce existing stockpiles nf
SNM
Capability to use and reduce or render
irretrievable existing separated civil Pu
stockpile
Capable to use and reduce or render
irretrievable civil Pu stockpiles

DUPIC Fuel Cycle
DUPIC does not separate Pu and U

DUPIC only removes volatile fission products

Not Applicable

Only minimum buffer storage of LWR fuel.
Storage of irradiated DUPIC fuel pending disposal

DUPIC process could be co-located with LWR or
CANDU. All transport within Country A
Not determined by fuel cycle
May present difficulties in authenticating fuel cany
over into fuel debris. Measurement of fissile
content of DUPIC process may be problematic
Dependent upon repository design

No

Uses Pu contained in spent LWR fuel

Reprocessing Cycle
Current Reprocessing facilities do separate Pu and U

Current Reprocessing technology is design to
provide efficient separation of fissile material from
fission products
Yes

Additional (relating to DUPIC) out of core of LWR
fuel may be anticipated to cover material in
transport and the requirement to fit into reprocessors
schedule. Storage of irradiated DUPIC and MOX
fuel pending disposal.
Requires international transport of spent fuel, MOX
andRU.
Not determined by fuel cycle
Techniques are available in modem reprocessing/
MOX facilities to prevent access and facilitate
authentication of fissile inventory
Dependent upon repository design

Not applicable (it is assumed Country A does not
have a separated Pu stockpile)

Uses Pu contained in spent LWR fuel
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TABLE C-l

COMPARISON OF DUPIC AND REPROCESSING OPTION

Key Indicator
2 Measures In enhance ihe effectiveness and

efficiency of transparency inspection and
surveillance
Control and monitored access to source of feed
malcrial
Ease of design verification by local inspection

Conspicuous signature of technology' misuse

Centralised storage (if possible regional) of fissile
material

Difficult to access easy to authenticate inventory of
fissile material

High degree of transparency of process activities.
Ease of inspections and material accountancy.

Level of complexity. Easy of design verification
and minimal unmcasurable hold-up

Multinational involvement

DUPIC Fuel Cycle

Spent and new fuel will remain under
international safeguards
The main DUPIC process line should be
readily verified
Detection of separated U or Pu would
indicate misuse
Dependent on implementation plant
irradiated and new fuel may be stored
centrally or at reactor site
DUPIC process should present no insoluble
difficulties to inventor)- authentication.
Measurements of residual fuel in fuel debris
and in powder process may be complex
DUPIC process may involve difficulties in
material accountancy in die areas of

- fuel carried over with waste
- powder processing

DUPIC process is relatively simple.
Powder process may be prone to material
hold up

Only at the development stage

Reprocessing Cycle

Spent LWR and new CANDU fuel will remain
under international safeguards

Existing reprocessing and MOX plant have been
subject to extensive design verification
Separated U and Pu are normal components of
existing reprocessing facilities.
Separated Pu will be stored in centralised store prior
to use in MOX

Techniques are available in modem
reprocessing/MOX facilities to authenticate fissile
inventory

Modern reprocessing/MOX plant are designed for
ease of inspection and material accountancy

Reprocessing plant are relatively complex but
methods are available for design verification.
Modern MOX plants incorporate fully contained
process lines: the potential for unmeasurable hold up
is minimised
Yes



2. Optimization of the Proliferation Resistance of Fast Reactor Fuel Cycles

This section provides a demonstration of the proliferation resistance indicators
methodology optimizing the proliferation resistance of a fast reactor system. In Table C-2. the
commentary column addresses the specific characteristics of the different phases of the fast
reactor fuel cycle. Each of the phases are discussed in terms that are relevant to each of the
key indicators of proliferation resistance. The improvement action column suggests possible
alternatives and modifications that would mitigate the perceived proliferation vulnerability for a
specific key indicator.

The improvement actions suggested were attempted with the intent to introduce only
technical and/or institutional modifications which are inherent in the technology of the fuel
cycle or in the institutional arrangements or agreements such as in multinational or regional
consortia. Although the implementation of international safeguards programs (IAEA,
EURATOM, ABACC) is necessary to address proliferation risks associated with fuel cycles, it
is not an inherent proliferation characterization of the technology of the fuel cycle.

Fuel cycle technologies have inherently differing levels of proliferation risk profiles
Institutional and/or multi-national arrangements have been effective in reducing the
proliferation risk concern. The implementation of international safeguards further reduces the
proliferation risk concerns by virtue of the timely detection of a possible physical diversion of
SNM from the fuel cycle facilities. Fuel cycles are safeguardable, but the proliferation risk
profiles of the fuel cycles could differ significantly.

Referring to Table C-2, in the key indicator to minimize the potential for the civil derived
technologies being misused or diverted, the indicator on the avoidance of dual use technologies
contains the commentary that identifies the relevant stage of the cycle involving fabrication and
separation processes required for the fast reactor equilibrium recycle. The improvement action
suggestions reflect the characteristically inherent high plutonium through-put of the fast reactor
fuel cycle. The suggested action is to introduce modifications to the fuel cycle processes that
would co-extract plutonium with uranium and minor actinides which would mitigate
proliferation concerns at the sub-national level of concern, and/or minimize the fuel handling
and processing operations for spent blanket assemblies in out-of-reactor environment to address
the international level of proliferation concern.

In the section to minimize the potential of civil derived material being diverted, the key
indicator referring to the capability to use and reduce or render irretrievable civil plutonium
stockpiles relates to the fuel cycle activities involving combining LWR spent fuel material and
fast reactor core and blanket materials as fuel in a self-generating plutonium recycling power
operation. The improvement action suggests minimizing the operations of potential separated
plutonium reprocessing and fabrication streams.

The Table C-2 attempts to address the relevant commentaries and suggested
improvement actions for each of the 39 key indicators as applied to the inherently highthrough-
put plutonium flows and inventories in the fast reactor fuel cycle.
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proliferation concerns at the sub-national level of concern, and/or minimize the fuel handling
and processing operations for spent blanket assemblies in out-of-reactor environment to address
the international level of proliferation concern.

In the section to minimize the potential of civil derived material being diverted, the key
indicator referring to the capability to use and reduce or render irretrievable civil plutonium
stockpiles relates to the fuel cycle activities involving combining LWR spent fuel material and
fast reactor core and blanket materials as fuel in a self-generating plutonium recycling power
operation. The improvement action suggests minimizing the operations of potential separated
plutonium reprocessing and fabrication streams.

The Table C-2 attempts to address the relevant commentaries and suggested
improvement actions for each of the 39 key indicators as applied to the inherently highthrough-
put plutonium flows and inventories in the fast reactor fuel cycle
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Key Indicators Proliferation Resistance
1 Minimize potential for civil derived

technologies being misused or diverted
for activities prohibited by treaty.

1.1 Controlled and monitored access to
source of feed matcrials.e.g, uranium
ore, irradiated fuel, etc (See also
objective 2.)

1.2.1 Avoidance of dual use technologies

1.3.1.1 Makes maximum use of existing
international-use regional facilities and
centers

1.3.1.2 Avoids requirement for localization of
dual use technologies (equipment,
information and trained personnel)

Commentary

Control and monitoring by item identification, and
under-sodium fuel handling and storage operations
increase the inaccessibility time period of fresh core and
spent fuel core and blanket assemblies. Blanket
assemblies can contain weapons-grade plutonium Fast
reactor fuel cycles require a minimum of uranium ores.
Fabrication and separation processes required for
equilibrium recycle operation are integral to future fast
reactor cycles.

Existing fast reactor cycles based on only uranium fuel,
involves regional facilities and service centers. Fast
reactor cycles, based on MOX fuel require separated
uranium and plutonium fuel streams and fabrication
processes, and some transportation activities.

Requirement for dual use technologies are integral to the
equilibrated fuel recycle operations

Improvement Action

Item assembly flow in fuel handling storage
technology and operations, in-reactor
operations should emphasize stringent unique
identification and process management for each
of the core and especially spent-blanket
assemblies.
Co-extraction of plutonium with uranium and
minor actinides mitigates proliferation concerns
Dry reprocessing cycles extracting plutonium
with minor actinides and fission products
would also address proliferation concerns on
the subnational level. Minimizing fuel handling
and processing operations for spent blanket
assemblies in out-of-reactor environment,
would address the international level of
proliferation risk.
Maximize the international infrastructure for
increased transparency and safeguards to
address the international level of proliferation
concerns. Minimize transportation links by
co-location of power reactors, reprocessing and
fuel fabrication operations and particularly limit
the transportation of spent blanket assemblies
to within established regional fuel cycle
centers.
Participation in consortia having sensitive
technologies and knowledge capabilities for
peaceful purposes.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Kcv Indicators Proliferation Resistance
1.3.2.1 Avoids requirement for local fabrication

of dual use components

1 3.2.2 Dunl use components require complex
fabrication

1.4.1.1 Ease of design verification by local
inspection (for technology misuse or
diversion)

1.4.2.1 Conspicuous signature of technology
misuse or diversion e.g. physically large
equipment, conspicuous effluent plume,
requirements for strategic materials.

Commentary
Requires fuel handling and processing technology
components having dual use potential

The high plutonium content and high bumup (high
neutron and gamma emissions and high heat generation)
in fast reactor fuels introduce the need for complex
fabrication facilities to reduce the impact on the process
operations, and the environmental radiation hazards.

Fabrication, fuel handling and separation process
facilities involve long-term inaccessibility to safeguards
measures. Under-sodium handling of assemblies adds
to the inaccessibility for effective implementation of
verifying ambiguities or non-ambiguities in the
operations of the facilities.

Neutron and gamma emission rates are intense enough
for interrogation and contain unique signatures which
can be used to detect ambiguities in the operational
characteristics of the facilities, or misuse of the
technologies.

Improvement Action
Participation in consortia having fuel cycle
services for peaceful purpose which negates the
need for local fabrication capability external to
these centers.
Participation in consortia for peaceful purposes,
without transfer of technology developments.

General design of fuel fabrication, handling
processing systems must incorporate features to
allow the safeguards for ease of measurements
and verification. The design features would
include the use of a combination of
instrumentation for inspectors, CCTV
monitoring, sensor readings, etc.
Design systems with inherent operations-
tampering indicators. Systems designs
include implementing safeguards measures
which are accepted by both the IAEA and the
State safeguards authority
Improvement in sensing techniques and
continuous or near-continuous interrogation
systems specifically designed for the
fabrication and reprocessing operations, must
become an important phase of the fuel cycle
containment and surveillance system.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Key Indicators Proliferation Resistance
1.4.3.1 Minimize localization of sensitive

technologies and support infrastructure.

2. Minimize the likelihood or civil derived
material being diverted for use in activities
prohibited by treaty.

2.1.1.1.1 Capability to use and reduce or render
inclricvablc existing separated civil
Pu stockpiles

2.1.1.1.2 Capability to use and reduce or render
irretrievable civil Pu stockpiles

Commentary
The sensitivity levels of fast reactor fuel cycles
technologies may be categorized as highest level,
reprocessing and MOX-fuel fabrication; medium level,
fuel handling and reactor design; lower level, sodium
technology and reactor operations.

Fast reactor fuel materials management issues should
address separately the core materials and the blanket
material. Blanket materials compositions can be of
weapons-grade plutonium. The use of recycled
separated plutonium in MOX fuel has been demonstrated
in experimental, prototypical, and large-scale fast power
reactors. Fast reactors as other nuclear reactors can
transform separated plutonium into spent fuel form
irreversibly.
LWR spent fuel material and fast reactor core and
blanket materials are combined as fuel in a self-
generating plutonium recycling power operation.

Improvement Action
Control and limit import/export/transfer of
technologies consistent with sensitivity-levels
of the technologies. Emphasize regional
interdependency (not localization) of fuel cycle
services involving sensitive technologies.

Minimize the separated plutonium stores and
the storage period consistent with fast reactor
power operations. Blending of blanket
materials with core materials should be
completed at the uppermost upstream
processing operations, for the conventional fast
reactor power cycle or for plutonium burner
operations in the reduction of existing separated
plutonium stores.
Minimize the operations of potential separated
plutonium reprocessing and fabrication streams.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Key Indicators Proliferation Resistance
2.1.1.2.1 No requirement for production of

HEU

2.1.1.2.2 High burnup capability

2.1.1.2.3 Use of non-fcrtile fuels

2.1.1.3.1 Recycle of fissile material

2.1.1.3.1 Recycle of fissile material

Commentary
Some power and research fast reactor systems maintain
HEU driver core loading. Maximum uranium enrichment
in commercial fast reactors is approximately 30% U-235.
Reactor operations capabilities can achieve very high
burnup levels with consequent reduction of plutonium
isotopic quality. High burnup fuels are characteristic of
fast reactor fuel cycles.

The use of fertile fuels are inevitable in fast breeder reactor
designs. However, reactors can operate without blanket
assemblies and/or fertile fuels as a pure plutonium burner.
The feed material is the plutonium fuel from LWR spent
fuel and core and blanket material.
In the case of weapons-grade plutonium disposition
management program, a once-through discharge cycle, or
an equilibrated recycle discharge cycle are potential
operating modes.

The objective of fast breeder reactors is to recycle the
generated fissile material. Recycling of fissile materials
can be effected by the use of LWR spent fuel plutonium,
self-generated plutonium, and possibly weapons graded
plutonium. In some operations HEU fuel is used in a drive
mode operations.

Improvement Action
Transform HEU driven fast reactors into self-
general plutonium power cycles or plutonium-
burning power cycles.
Equilibrated self-generating plutonium recycle
operation does not significantly reduce the
isotopic quality of the equilibrium discharge
compared to the initial LWR feed material.
The isotopic quality of equilibrated plutonium
from fast reactors is approximately similar to
that from LWR's
The moderate (no blanket) plutonium burner
operations results in a significant isotopic
quality reduction than in the conventional
(fertile blanket) operating mode. The pure
burner mode is a plutonium burner.
In all operating modes, conventional power
production, moderate burner (no blanket), and
pure burner (no uranium), the once-through
discharge does not significantly reduce the
weapons-grade plutonium isotopic quality'.
However, in all three operating modes, the
equilibrated recycle discharge approaches the
discharge isotopic quality of cycles with LWR
and self-generation plutonium.
The recycling of fissile material allows the
drawdown of separated plutonium and HEU
stores. The degradation of the plutonium
isotopics can be effected by the development of
high bumup fuel reactor operations design.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Key Indicators Proliferation Resistance
2.1.1.3.2 Synchronous production and use or

disposal of fissile material

2.1.2.1 No requirement for production of HEU

2.1.2.2 High bumup capability (Pu quality)

2.1.2.3 Recycle of fissile material (Pu quality)

Commentary
The operating equilibrated recycle mode is a necessary
fast reactor operation. Balancing the production and
use of direct use materials and their precursors would
minimize the accumulation of stores of strategic
nuclear materials

The limited number of HEU driven fast reactor power
systems include power production reactors and/or
prototype of power production reactors, experimental
facilities for fuel testing and sodium technology
studies.
High bumup capable fuels are inherent characteristics
of fast reactor fuel cycles; conventional (blanket),
moderate burners (non-blanket), and pure burners (non-
fertile materials).
Consequently, the degradation of the plutonium
isotopic quality is associated with fast reactors.

The recycling mode of power production fuel cycles;
conventional, moderate, or pure burner should be
investigated in a once-through discharge power mode
for comparison of the isotopic concentration with the
equilibrated self-generating recycle operations on the
basis of proliferation resistant characteristics.

Improvement Action
The recycling self-generated plutonium and
production of other minor actinides, require a
design and fuel cycle operations which ensures
that the bumup of transuranic isotopes becomes
an integral part of fissile material can be
maintained in fast reactor cycles.

The elimination of the need for HEU use as
driver fuel should be an objective in civil fast
reactor development programs.

To ensure the maximum degradation of the
plutonium isotopics and increase neutron
emissions and heat generation, the moderate
burner and pure burner power recycle mode
should be explored as to the viability of
commercial power production. The
equilibrated self-generating plutonium cycle
does not effectively degrade the isotopics with
respect to the LWR spent fuel initial feed power
cvcle.
The once-through discharge mode of power
operations does maintain the plutonium
isotopic quality similar to the LWR spent fuel
initial feed.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Key Indicators Proliferation Resistance

2.1.2.3 Recycle of fissile material (Pu quality)

21.2.4 Avoidance of production of separated
fissile material (c.g.Pu, U-233.U-235)

2 1.2.5 Isolopic denaturing of separated fissile
material (e.g. U-233 with U-238)

Commentary

In the potential disposition of declared excess weapons-
grade plutonium, in a civil fast reactor cycle, the
plutonium quality degradation is not significant for the
once-through fuel cycle with weapons-grade plutonium
as feed material. The fissile content is reduced by
only 10 percent, and the neutron emission could
increase bv factors of two.
In the plutonium-uranium cycle, excess breeding of
plutonium can be nullified by a reactor designed as a
moderate burner (breeding ratio of unity) or as a direct
plutonium burner. The Th-U-233 fuel cycle is of
interest to states having indigenous thorium resources.
The Th-U-233 fuel cycle requires the generation of the
U-233 fuel. The U-233, even when denatured with
uranium, would require a concentration level of greater
than 10% U-233 in uranium. The U-233 mass content
is a fast Th-U-233 cycle is comparable to the Pu
content in the Pu-uranium cycle.
In the Th-U-233 cycle involves a U-233 chemical
separation process from thorium. This is essentially a
weapons-grade U-233 stream. The Th-U-233 cycle
requires a denaturing of U-233 in uranium to levels
greater than 10 w/o for fast reactor fuel cycles. The
mass differential between U-233 and U-238 and the
inventory feed requirements for an isotopic separation
process makes the isotopic separation potential an area
for proliferation risk assessment.

Improvement Action
To effectively degrade the weapons-grade
plutonium to about the isotopic quality of spent
LWR fuels, it would be necessary to establish
an equilibrated recycle operation for any of the
power production modes using weapons-grade
plutonium.

The Th-U-233 should be assessed in terms of
the ease in the isotopic separation processes of
U-233 in uranium at content levels greater than
lOw/o of U-233 in uranium. The plutonium-
uranium fast reactor cycle can use feed
plutonium with actinides.

The Th-U-233 cycle should include a uranium
denaturing process as an integral phase of the
separation process so that the in-process flow
and product output is denatured. The potential
ease of isotopic separation in various separation
processes should be investigated for ease of
developing a clandestine isotopic separation
capability. Fast reactor fuel cycles designed to
increase the Pu-238 and Pu-242 content in
discharged fuels, should be explored as a
denaturing process.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Key Indicators Proliferation Resistance
2.1.2.5 Spiking of fissile material (c.g.Pu with

fission products).

2.1.2.6 Conditioning of fissile material into a
physical or chemical form that is
inaccessible to diversion (e.g.
vitrification or other forms of
encapsulation)

2.1.3.1.1 Minimum out of core inventory of
fissile material.

Commentary
Radioactive spiking with fission products is usually
associated with the degree of inaccessibility to the fuel
streams or in-situ storage. The proliferation resistant
characteristics would have to include the impact of
inaccessibility on material control and accountancy of
the IAEA, Euratorn or other regional safeguards
agency. The international level of safeguards is the
implementation of material accountancy as a
safeguards measure of fundamental importance, with
containment and surveillance as important
complementary measures.

The conditioning process is performed on the national
level of facility processes; therefore, the reversibility
potential remains as a proliferation risk concern, for
plutonium, U-233 and HEU fuels. The long-term
repository disposition of the conditioned fuels is time-
limited.

The under-sodium fuel handling of core and blanket
assemblies from fresh fuel into reactor, to discharge and
cooling time prior to reprocessing, is usually in the
order of 10-15 years. The sodium environment
creates an accessibility barrier to subnational diversion
concerns. The national proliferation concern,
i.e.materials and/or item accountability is somewhat
compromised by the sodium environment and require a
more intensive inspection effort for accountability
verification requirements.

Improvement Action
The inaccessibility for material accountability
is not necessarily to be construed as a lesser
proliferation concern. The radioactivity decay
over a 30 to 50 year period gives a time-limited
proliferation resistant characteristic on the
national and international level of safeguards
concern. The time-limited proliferation
resistance could extend to 100 years or more.
Safeguards measures designed for
implementation in this phase of the fuel cycle
should be explored to ensure irreversibility.
The mass throughput of fissile material in the
fast reactor fuel cycle would require emphasis
on containment and surveillance methods.

The long-term aspect of vitrification of fissile
materials could be perceived as a marginal
improvement with respect to proliferation risk
concerns in comparison with the long-term
storage of spent fuel. The vitrification of
fissile materials is to be developed.
Safeguards measures to ensure irreversibility
should be evaluated.
The out-sodium environment exists between
the input to reprocessing and the output from
reprocessing to the input to assembly
fabrication and the output from fabrication to
the input storage of fresh fuel in the reactor.
Item accountability, containment and
surveillance safeguards should be stringently
implemented during the handling and
transportation links. Higher bumup can be
achieved in fast reactors which reduces out-of-
core inventor)' of fissile material.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Kcv Indicators Proliferation Resistance

2.1.3.1.2 Minimum requirement for handling and
transfer of fissile material (e.g.co-
locntion of facilities)

2 1.3.1.3 Early treatment and (irretrievable)
disposal of spent fuel (once through or
final cycle)

2.1.3.1.4 Centralized (if possible, international)
storage of fissile material (e.g.regional
fuel cycle facilities or waste repository,
or international storage of separated
plutonium)

2.1.3.1.5 Difficulty to access and easy to
authenticate inventory of fissile
material.

Commentary
The safeguards requirements of core and blanket
assemble during the transfer between out-of-sodium
operations, can be minimized by reducing the
transportation links. The fast reactor fuel cycles are
inherently closed operational fuel cycles.

The tightly closed equilibrated fuel cycle is a long-term
in use recycling flow of plutonium fuel. The final
cycle is anticipated to consist primarily high-level-
waste and very low isotopic quality of weapons grade
plutonium. The quality being mainly high content
even-plutonium isotopics with high neutron emission
rates and high heat generation.
The closed fuel recycling power operations of fast
reactors requires a complete commitment of the
plutonium material in inventory and in flow within the
operation facilities.

The in-sodium characteristic of the power cycle has an
inherent inaccessibility of the fissile material with
respect to subnational proliferation concerns. The
inaccessibility does introduce the need for more
intensive authentication measures to be applied for
inventory accounting.

Improvement Action
The minimizing of proliferation risk on the
subnational level, can be enhanced by designed
fuel cycles with short transportation links
between facilities. Optimally the fast reactor
closed fuel cycles could be co-located within
fuel cycle service centers.
The transmutation and bumup of the
transuranic waste material could become an
inherent phase of the equilibrated recycle fuel
management program. The ultimate disposal
in geological repositories are being developed
as irretrievable disposal facilities.

The operational storage facilities and buffer
storage requirements are to be located within
fuel cycle service centers with institutional
arrangements for international use. Since the
global number of separated plutonium stores
would not be large, institutional arrangements
for international control could be explored.
In-sodium and in-air measurement methods and
techniques such as under sodium viewing,
nondestructive assay instrumentation, and
extensive containment and surveillance
measures should be designed to accommodate
easy accessibility for international and regional
safeguards agencies and inspection for
independent inventory verification.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Key Indicators Proliferation Resistance
2.1.3.2.1 Application of insoluble fuels

inconsistent with separation
tecluiologies available at the time and
suitable for direct disposal (once-
Ihrough cycle).

2.1.3.2.2 Co-processing of Pu and U (ThU)
(reprocessing/recycle option)

2.13.2.3 Spiking of separated fissile material
(e.g.with fission products).

2.1.3.2.4 (Only) partial separation of fissile
material (reprocessing/recycle option)

2.1.3.2.5 Early conversion of sepa rated Pu to
MOX (reprocessing/ recycle option)

2.1.3.2.6 Conditioning of fissile material into a
physical or chemical form that is
inaccessible to diversion.

Commentary
The inherent characteristics of the reprocessing/recycle
needs in fast reactors preempts the introduction of
insoluble fuels inconsistent with separation technologies.

Co-processing of Pu and U (ThU) can be effectively used
since reprocessing/recycle operations are inherent to the
fast reactor power cycle.
The spiking of separated fissile material would introduce
a barrier for the effective reprocessing/recycle
operational needs in the fast power cycle. The
proliferation concern of these spiking techniques is
primarily for subnational level threats of diversion.

The compete separation of plutonium and uranium is a
sufficient condition for fast reactor power systems, but is
not necessary.

The early conversion of separated plutonium to MOX
fuel is constrained only by the buffer storage requirement
for operation needs.
TTie power cycles is in effect a tightly integrated flow of
fissile material and conditioning. To effect chemical
change would completeh- preempt the operation of the
power cycle.

Improvement Action

Dry reprocessing systems are being explored
which can retain a limited fraction products
with the objective of addressing primary the
subnational threat of materials diversion.
Safeguards measures to ensure irreversibility
should be investigated for implementation.
Partial separation can be readily introduced into
the fast reactor power system to enhance the
nonproliferation aspect of the cycle by the
introduction of an added reprocessing operation
to completely separate the plutonium from
uranium. This is most significant if blanket
assemblies contain weapons grade plutonium.

The blanket assemblies of existing fast reactors
should be blended with the core assemblies in
fuel cycle design process where the weapon-
grade plutonium can not be identified as a
separate weapons-grade production stream.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Key Indicators Proliferation Resistance

2.1.3.2.7 Disposal of fissile material in a
manner lhal ensures that it is
inaccessible to diversion

2 2.1 High degree of transparency of process
activities. Ease of inspection and
material accountancy.

2 2 2 Low level of complexity, ease of design
verificaiton and minimum immeasurable
holdup in process.

Commentary

It is anticipated that the fast reactor waste products and
remnant fissile fuels, with degraded isotopics for use in
activities prohibited by treaty, would ensure the
unattractiveness aspect of diversion on the international
level of proliferation risk.
The under-sodium and reprocessing phase of fuel
assembly handling and material folw and inventory make
it somewhat more complex and difficult to maintain ease
of inspection and accountancy.

The characteristic inaccessibility to verify material flows
and inventory of fast reactor systems requires that
stringent safeguards be implemented to address
proliferation risk concerns.

Improvement Action

Heavy reliance on item and material
accountability will have to involve containment
and surveillance techniques, non-destructive
assay methods, item identification indicators
and sensors, and tamper indicating seals and
tags. Transportation links between various
cycle stages may involve several different fuel
cycle service centers. Institutional and
International consortia agreements would
enhance transparency of process activities.
Processing systems with minimum (measurable
and non-measurable) holdup characteristics and
ready access for independent accountancy
measurements should be a design goal.
Material accountancy measures and under
sodium sensing and viewing devices are areas
for continuing R&D efforts.
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TABLE C-2

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE OF FAST REACTOR FUEL CYCLES

Key Indicators Proliferation Resistance
2.2.2 Multinational involvement (e.g. fuel cycle

centers and regional Pu storage).

2.2.4 Traceability of material to source

Commentary
The commercial fast reactor power cycle is a highly
complex technology' system. It has a high mass
plutonium throughput containing, in part, weapons-grade
plutonium processes and handling fuel cycle streams.
The existing fast reactor power system are contained
within high technology nuclear states and regional fuel
service centers. These centers are under stringent
national and/or international and regional consortia
arrangements.

The high plutonium throughput that can be used in
nuclear explosive devices introduces a proliferation risk
concern on the subnational level of diversion. The
interdiction of samples taken in the event of illicit
trafficking of nuclear material could be subjected to
forensic analyses. The interpretation of the analytical
finding could depend on the fuel cycle databases at all
levels. The ease of application of analytical techniques
for source attribution should be reflected in the
transparency considerations of the fast reactor fuel cycle
system.

Improvement Action
The high proliferation risk profile is mitigated
with the fast power cycle being developed
within high technology centers. The future
deployment of fast reactor power systems,
should be based on the controlled expansion of
the existing models of fuel cycle centers within
international agreements. The commerce of
high plutonium throughput systems require
constant and expanding research and
development in safeguards based on
unambiguous physical nonproliferation criteria.
Fuel cycle centers could offer regional
plutonium interim or long-term storage
arrangements.
The access to databases should include
elemental and isotopic signatures and
correlation measures to be implemented. The
exchange of databases relating to the fast
reactor power system should become an
internationally regionally available store of
information/databank. The access to
databases containing confidential data,
commercial information, and safeguards data
should not be inhibited. However, rigid
methods to exclude the access to this database
for the potential proliferator must be developed.
The transparency of flows and inventory data
should be maximized particularly for the fast
reactor power cycles. Proliferation risks
should take precedence over commercial
proprietary sensitivity.
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APPENDIX D ISSUES DESCRIPTTON

1. Quality of Plutonium (Isotope Distribution)

2. Separated VS Non-Separated Plutonium
2.1 Quality of SNF
2.2 SNF Standard
2.3 Cooling time; Burnup

3. Irretrievably

4. Large Throughput Facility: Advantages and Disadvantage
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APPENDIX E GLOSSARY

ABACC - Argentine Brazil Agency for Control of Nuclear Material.
AFR - Away From Reactor: spent nuclear fuel storage location.
AR - At Reactor : spent nuclear fuel storage location.

Breeder Reactor Terminology :

Conventional East Breeder Reactor : A reactor in which the core and the blanket
contain fertile uranium (B8U). The conversion ratio in this type of reactor is generally
greater than one.

Moderate Plutonium Burning East Reactor : A reactor in which the core contains fertile
uranium but the blanket assemblies do not contain fertile uranium. The conversion ratio
in this type of reactor is less than one.

Pure Plutonium Burning Easi Reactor : A reactor in which neither the core nor the
blanket contain fertile uranium. The conversion ratio in this type of reactor is zero.

CANDU - Canadian Deuterium Reactor. A type of reactor utilizing deuterium oxide (heavy
water) as the moderator and capable utilizing natural uranium or similar very low enriched
uranium (-0.7%) a 5U as fuel. CANDU is also a "trade mark" for this type of reactor.

CCTV - Closed Circuit Television.

DPRK - North Korea

Dual Use Technology - a technology (e.g. reprocessing or enriching) which has a legitimate use
in civil reactor fuel cycles but which cal also be employed to make nuclear explosives (or in
activities prohibited by treaty).

DUPIC - Direct Use of PWR spent fuel in CANDU reactors.

Ellfil Cycle Technologies : Technologies related directly or indirectly to the generation of
electricity in a nuclear reactor.

GWd - Gegawatt day : an energy unit (10s watt days).
HEli - Hightly Enriched Uranium : Uranium which is enriched to greater than 20% 235U content

HWR - Heavy Water Reactor

1NFCE - International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation programme. A programme started in
the late 1970s to address nuclear proliferation issues.

1NFC1RC - Information Circular : an IAEA publications series.

Irretrievable - a concept in which material - typically special nuclear material - which could be
utilized in a nuclear explosive is made unavailable by physical barriers. For example, disposal
in deep bore holes (greater than 4km deep) or in outer space or in a repository which is under
guard or sealed with substantial barriers to reentry.
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LEU - Low Enriched Uranium (<20% 213U) : Uranium that is enriched to less than 20% 235U
content.

LWR - Light Water Reactor

MOX - Mixed Oxide Fuel - typically a mixture or PuO2 and UO2 in a reactor fuel.

MPCA - Material Physical Control and Accountancy system.

NDA - Non-Destructive Assay.

NPT - Non-Proliferation Treaty.

Optioneering - a process of evaluating options on the basis of specified criteria. In this
document the criteria of proliferation resistance is being explored.

Proliferation Concern Level :
International level : Concern about a State or State misusing civil nuclear technologies
and/or diverting fissile material for use in activities prohibited by treaty. Proliferation
concerns at this level are addressed by : international safeguards agencies, multi-national
agreements, institutional and/or regional consortia.
Subnational Level : Concern about terrorists or subnational groups acquiring materials
and technology for the purpose of malevolent actions. The potential for diversion of
nuclear materials and/or technologies include; theft, sabotage, smuggling. Proliferation
concerns at this level are addressed by : State system of safeguards, and State physical
security.

Reactor-grade Plutonium : Plutonium having concentrations of the even plutonium isotopes
(21!iPu, 240Pu and 2"2Pu) totalling greater than 25 atom percent. This concentration is generally
considered not attractive for fabrication of reliable nuclear weapons or as a stockpile material
for military purposes.

RERTR - Reduced Enrichment Research and Test Reactor programme. A programme started
to modify research and test reactors so that they can operate without highly enriched uranium.

Rll - Recycle Uranium

Sensitive Technologies : Technologies which have dual-use capabilities, that is, the potential to
be utilized in activities prohibited by Treaty.

SFS - Spent Fuel Standard.

SNF - Spent Nuclear Fuel

SNM - Special Nuclear Material - material capable of being utilized in a nuclear explosive
device - typically highly enriched uranium (HEU) or plutonium.

SQ - Significant Quality : the approximate quantity of nuclear material in respect to which,
taking into account any conversion process involved, the possability of manufacturing a nuclear
explosive device cannot be excluded

SSAC - State System of Accounting and Control
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SWIJ - Separative Work Unit

Transparency : As used in this document transparency refer to an openness of operations that
permits those on the outside to understand what activities are being carried out. It is utilized as
confidence building measure in the field of nuclear power generation. It can also describe a
mutually agreed to information/data exchanges concerning special nuclear materials (SNM) for
validation purposes.

Weapons-grade Plutonium : Plutonium having concentration of the even plutonium isotopes
(""Pu, 240Pu, 242Pu) totalling less than six atom percent. This concentration is generally
considered suitable to fabricate reliable nuclear weapons and as a stockpile material for military
purposes.
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PUPIC Fuel Cycle : Proliferation-Resistance Characteristics

AECL Draft discussed at IAEA Technical Committee Meeting (1996. 9. 25 ~ 27)

on DRAFT TECDOC "Guidance on the Development of Proliferation Resistant Nuclear

Fuel Cycles (1996. 8. 23)

Introduction

One example of a fuel cycle in which proliferation-resistance and safeguardability have

been the key considerations from the start, is DUPIC (Direct Use of Spent EWR fuel In

CANDU). This cycle is possible because of the high neutron economy of CANDU, which

enables it to use the residual fissile reactivity of spent LWR fuel without the need for additional

fissile material, and without even the need for removal of fission products.

Hence, separation of plutonium, or addition of separated fissile material is not required.

This cycle also illustrates the general approach described in Section 6, 1 of this report, of fuel

cycle optimization, with proliferation-resistance as a major criterion. DUPIC refers to a class

of fuel cycle options, in which spent PWR fuel is converted to CANDU fuel, using only dry

processes. No wet chemistry is allowed. An initial study assessed several different options.

AH options had a very high level of proliferation-resistance, either in absolute terms, or in

comparison with current reprocessing technologies. The initial options included

• direct use of spent PWR fuel elements, after cutting to the length of CANDU elements,

straightening, welding new end-caps, and configuring into a bundle geometry (48 or 61

elements); double- cladding the spent PWR elements was an option

• decladding spent PWR elements, removing the pellets, mechanically reducing the elements

to powder, vibratory-packing the powder into fresh elements (VIPAC): sealing, and

assembling the elements into new CANDU bundles

• decladding spent PWR elements, subjecting the pellets to successive osidation/reduction

cycle to produce a sinterable powder, pressing and sintering the pellets to CANDU specs,

then loading the pellets in new elements, and fabricating conventional CANDU bundles

(termed "OREOX". for oxidation/ reduction/oxidation)

While all options assessed were technically feasible, the final option chosen was OREOX

Non-proliferation Characteristics of DUPIC



All of these options possess a significant inherent degree of proliferation-resistance, due to the

following key characteristics:

• Fuel processing does not produce separated fissile material (either pure or partially

pure plutonium). Nor can the process be changed to produce separated fissile

material.

• Fuel processing does not involve any wet chemistry — only dry processes

The most likely on-site processes for plutonium purification of diverted material

would be aqueous reprocessing methods. But these processes would have to be

conducted outside of the main processing cell(s) because they involve aqueous

reagents that are incompatible with the cell design. Because of the high radiation

field associated with all plutonium-containing streams of the DUPIC fuel, the

operation would require a heavily shielded cell if the usual safety standards are

applied. Such a facility, outside shielded cells, could be readily detected during

routine inspections by national and/or international inspectors.

• Fuel processing and DUPIC fuel, contain high radiation fields This results in a

large number of proliferation-resistance benefits:

• This necessitates highly remote operations in highly shielded cells The

operations are with highly radioactive materials and this does not allow

manual operation. As such, the process will be highly automated and the

inherent abilities to track and log in-cell operations will be included in the

design. This also means that access to nuclear material (spent PWR fuel

and/or DUPIC fuel) is very limited because of high radiation fields.

• The removal of diverted SNM from the DUPIC fuel would be relatively easy

to detect because of its high radiation emissions.

• Any transportation required for the DUPIC fuel cycle involves highly

radioactive materials (i.e., spent PWR fuel assemblies and DUPIC fuel)

• Fuel recycle facilities are self-contained (spent PWR fuel goes in one end, DUPIC

fuel goes out the other). This eliminates the possibility of diversion of intermediate

products (such as plutonium powder). Processes used in the manufacture of DUPIC

fuel require high-temperature furnace operations under controlled atmospheres

Unauthorized penetrations into the processing cell(s), to diver small quantities of

materials using a clandestine material stream on a protracted basis, would be both

extremely difficult and readily detectable.

Notwithstanding the above characteristics, it was recognized that safeguards issues had to be

defined and addressed. During subsequent optimization of the OREOX process, proliferation-



resistance and safeguards considerations were paramount. The DUPIC team included the US

Department of State and national labs, which provided support in the safeguards. Extensive

work was preformed, and continues, on safeguards approaches to DUPIC and associated R&D,

such as non-destructive assay, near real time accountability and unamended continuous

monitoring. The result of the safeguards assessments is that DUPIC can be safeguarded.

(Ref . ) IAEA safeguards staff regularly attended DUPIC program review meetings and

monitored the program.

Assessment of Key Indicators of Proliferation Resistance for DUPIC

The review demonstrates the application of the key-indicator methodology to a non-

proliferation assessment of the DUPIC fuel cycle. This assessment clearly illustrates the

proliferation-resistant aspects of the fuel cycle.

NOTE : the key indicators below are those used in the report, not those recommended above.

These key indicators should be replaced with more those more appropriate.

1. Technical Measures

1.1 Avoidance of proliferation of sensitive technologies and knowhow

Avoidance of dual use technologies [Le., Pu separation or HEU production]

Avoids requirement for localisation of dual use technologies

Avoids requirement for local fabrication of dual usecomponents

Minimise localisation of sensitive technologies and support infrastucture

Yes: The DUPIC fuel cycle does not involve, in any way, the separation of

plutonium from PWR spent fuel. The DUPIC-specific technologies are not

applicable to spent fuel reprocessing or plutonium separation. Use is made of

technologies required for spent fuel decladding as well as hot cell design and

operation. The DUPIC fuel cycle cannot be used to recover fissile material for

nuclear weapons. "Dual-use" technology is minimal

Note: DUPIC does NOT involve the use of bulk shears, as in reprocessing

Makes maximum use of existing international fuel cycle facilities and centres



No: The DUPIC cycle (and processing plant) offers a much higher degree of

proliferation resistance than existing international fuel cycle facilities

(e.g.reprocessing plants), (this is not a valid indicator)

Dual use components require complex fabrication

Yes: Components required for DUPIC fuel production will be complex(i.e,highly

automated remote operations in shielded facilities/hot cells, furnaces).

1.2 Measures to reduce requirements for an production ofSNM

No requirement for production ofHEU

Yes: There is no requirement for HEU.

High bitmap capability

Yes: DUPIC fuel will reuse spent PWR fuel. Consequently, the overall production

of plutonium per GWhr is reduced significantly relative to once-through fuel cycles

Use of Non-Fertile fuel

No

Recycle of fissile material

Yes: The basis of the DUPIC fuel cycle is reuse/recycle of fissile material available

in spent PWR fuel in a manner which does not require reprocessing/plutonium

separation and which does not require the addition of fissile material other than that

available from the spent PWR fuel.

Synchronous production and use fo fissile material

Yes: Spent PWR fuel will be stored only for a period to allow sufficient cooling

prior to DUPIC processing.

1.3 Measures to reduce the attractiveness or quality of fissile material

Recycle of fissile material

Yes: The basis of the DUPIC fuel cycle is reuse/recycle of fissile material available

in spent PWR fuel in a manner which does not require reprocessing/plutonium

separation and which does not require the addition of fissile material other than that



available from the spent PWR fuel. Fission products are left in the fuel, resulting in

a significant radiation filed and barrier.

High burnup of capabilities

Yes: DUPIC fuel will reuse spent PWR fuel. Consequently, the overall production

of plutonium per GWhr is reduced significantly relative to once-through fuel cycles

Avoidance of the production of separated fissile material

Yes: The DUPIC fuel cycle does not involve, in any way, the separation of

plutonium from PWR spent fuel. There is no separated fissile material involved in

the DUPIC process.

Isotopic denaturing of separated fissile material

Spiking of separated fissile material

Not applicable: There is no separated fissile material involved in the DUPIC

process.

Conditioning of fissile material into a physical or chemical form that is inaccessible

to diversion

Yes: Throughout the DUPIC process the fissile material remains highly radioactive,

inconsistent with separation technologies available

Application of insoluble fuels e at the time and suitable for direct disposal

Not applicable: There is no separated fissile material involved in the DUPIC

process

Co-processing of Pit and U

Yes: DUPIC does not separate Pu and U

(Only) partial separation of fissile material

Yes: DUPIC does not separate Pu and U; only volatile fission products are removed

Highly active fission products remain.

Early conversion of separated Pu toMOX

Not applicable: There is no separated plutonium



1.4 Measures to protect fissile material

Minimum out-of-core inventory of fissile material

Yes: Only minimum buffer storage of spent PWR fuel

Minimum requirements for handling and transfer of fissile material

Yes: DUPIC process would be co-located with PWR and CANDU, All

transportation is within country.

Early treatment and disposal of spent fuel

Yes: DUPIC fuel cycle provides early treatment/reuse of spent PWR fuel

Difficult to access and easy to authenticate inventory of fissile material

Yes: All DUPIC processes are within shielded facilities.

No: May be difficult to authenticate inventory (e.g., fuel carry-over into fuel

debris). Cm-counter has been developed to measure plutonium. Development

work is ongoing.

Disposal of fissile material in a manner that ensures that it is inaccessible to

diversion

Spent DUPIC fuel will have similar characteristics as spent PWR fuel, and will be

disposed of in a similar fashion as spent natural uranium CANDU fuel.

1.5 Measures to reduce existing stockpiles ofSNM

Capability to use and reduce or render irretrievable existing separated civil Pit

stockpile

Not applicable

Capability to use and reduce or render irretrievable civil Pu stockpiles

Yes: DUPIC uses Pu contained in but not separated from spent PWR fuel

2. Measures to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of transparency,

inspection and sun'eillance control and monitored access to source of feed

material



Control and monitored access to source of feed material

Yes: Feed material will be under IAEA safeguards

Ease of design verification by local inspection

Yes: DUPIC process facility will be readily verified.

Conspicuous signature of technology misuse

Yes: DUPIC fuel, and feed material is highly radioactive, and easily detected.

Any diversion of material would require a separate reprocessing facility to provide

plutonium Also, detection of separated U or Pu would indicate misuse.

Centralised storage (ifpossible regional) of fissile material

Yes

Difficult to access and easy to authenticate of fissile material

Yes: All DUPIC processes are within shielded facilities.

No: May be difficult to authenticate inventory (e.g., fuel carry-over into fuel

debris). Development work is required.

High degree of transparency of process activities

Yes: All activities will take place within shielded facilities

Ease of inspection and material accountancy

No: Difficulties may be in material accountancy Development work is required

Level of complexity. Easy of design verification and minimal immeasurable hold up

Yes: DUPIC process facility will be readily verified

No: Difficulties may be in material hold-up. Development work is required

Multinational involvement

Yes. Both at developmental stage and as a consequence of bilateral nuclear

cooperation agreements.
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ABSTRACT

The DUPIC technology, now in experimental development at KAERI under international
cooperation (Canada, U.S.A. IAEA) seems to draw mounting attentions not only from national, but
also from international nuclear communities. It does deserve such interest perhaps as the "third
way" alternative to the past polarization in the back-end fuel cycle options between direct disposal
and reprocessing to recycle MOX, since the time of INFCE.

In the DUPIC concept heavy water complements light water limit in neutron efficiency for
exhaustive burn-up of the fissile residuals in spent LWR fuel without separating them. This implies
multiple facets of technical significance for nonproliferation context such as;

• Consumption of the plutonium content in spent LWR fuel as much as possible by fission

• Compliance with Spent Fuel Standard (SFS) throughout the cycle

• Concordance with the PIPEX concept for protective containment of SNM

In the matter of safeguards, the DUPIC program is prominent in its initiative to embed safeguards
considerations from the earliest possible stage of research and development since early nineties. A
set of remotely operable instruments for non-destructive assay and monitoring for DUPIC material
flow, together with unattended continuous surveillance system using neural network have been
developed and successfully demonstrated. Such development in safeguards system should
contribute to the future safeguardability of the DUPIC fuel cycle in particular and to the enhancement
of safeguards technology for spent fuel management in general.

1. INTRODUCTION

The predominant nuclear reactor types in the current world market are LWR and HWR, and this
trend will likely continue for the foreseeable fiiture[l]. Under such perspective, the question of "how to
manage the spent fuel discharged from those reactors" will remain as a key issue to be considered, for the
sustainable supply of nuclear energy in the future. The conventional backend fuel cycle has evolved into
two different directions, depending upon national policies: either direct disposal in deep geological
formations, or to reprocessing of spent LWR fuel for MOX fuel recycle in LWR (or FBR). However, the
decision on which of these two options to pursue is still pending for many other countries with "wait and
see" position.

The DUPIC fuel cycle offers an alternative to those conventional options when looking at the
possibility of burning the spent LWR fuel again in HWR, by taking advantage of the high neutron
economy of CANDU-type heavy water reactors [2]. The spent LWR fuel is transformed into HWR-type
DUPIC fuel by direct re-fabrication, without any separation of nuclear materials. The technical
implications associated with the DUPIC fuel fabrication result in some special features: the fabrication
processes are highly radioactive requiring remote systems for operation and maintenance; therefore, these
processes are in natural compliance with the SFS for proliferation resistance [3]. It is to be noted that the
basic premise of the DUPIC fuel development is to make the DUPIC fuel compatible with the existing
HWR system. This approach is consistent with the reality that the LWR and HWR will remain as the
major reactor types in the world, for a substantial time into the future. Most of the R&D efforts for the



DUPIC fuel cycle are directed therefore, to fuel re-fabrication and verification of compatibility with the
CANDU design. The DUPIC R&D program, which is now in full swing at KAERI in cooperation with
several international partners, can thus become an exemplary development of proliferation resistant fuel
cycle technology, as well as a test bed looking for potential synergism between LWR and HWR.

2. DUPIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS

2.1. Parameters for DUPIC Linkage between LWR and HWR

The residual fissile content of spent LWR fuel is slightly over 1.5 wt. %, depending on the bum-up
achieved in the reactor operation. It is a somewhat higher value at lower LWR burn-ups, and it can vary by
a few percent between 35 MWd/kgU and 50 MWd/kgU. This level of residual fissile enrichment
represents more than two times that of natural uranium (0.71%). According to physics calculations done
at KAERI with this residual fissile content, the discharge burn-up attainable in a HWR could reach 18
MWd/kgU or 13 MWd/kgU respectively, for the corresponding LWR burn-ups [4]. For an average LWR
burn-up of 42.5 MWd/kgU, an additional 15.5 MWd/kgU can be expected using the DUPIC synergism, or
37% more power than the once-through case. After burning the DUPIC fuel in the HWR, the fissile
content of the spent fuel decreases to 0.63% and 0.78% respectively, for the low- and high-bum-up LWR
cases, or roughly to the level of natural uranium on the average, by the DUPIC linkage.

2.2. DUPIC Material Balance

Based on consideration of the two typical LWR burn-up cases of 35 MWd/kgU and 50 MWd/kgU,
it is possible to match the material flow between LWR and HWR and to determine the ratio of reactors
(LWR/HWR) required, on the assumption of the same capacity for both LWR and HWR units. The ratio is
2.5:1 for the lower discharge bum-up of 35 MWd/kgU and 4.8:1 for the higher bum-up of 50 MWd/kgU,
or 3.7:1 for the average bum-up of 42.5 MWD/kgU.

In terms of nuclear material flow, the concept of the DUPIC linkage is fairly straightforward. The
spent LWR fuel assembly is transformed into the HWR fuel bundle by way of the DUPIC fuel fabrication
process. This removes the metallic components, including the cladding, from the spent LWR assembly.
Almost all the spent LWR fuel materials would flow along with the bulk stream through the DUPIC fuel
fabrication processes and scrap recovery, except for a small amount of irrecoverable discards. The waste
stream from the DUPIC fuel fabrication processes would therefore mainly consist of the metallic
components from spent LWR fuel, and the gases and semi-volatile fission products released from the bulk
fuel material treatment, in addition to the measurable discards and losses. There is no liquid waste arising
from the DUPIC fuel fabrication processes which depend entirely on dry method, in contrast to wet
processes from which liquid waste as effluent arise. Once fabricated, the DUPIC fuel pellets are loaded
into metallic components of the (CANDU-type) HWR fuel bundle.

2.3. Analysis of Synergistic Effects

The synergistic effects which can be expected from the DUPIC linkage between LWR and HWR, in
comparison with the once-through cycle, can be summarized as follows:

• Removal of Spent LWR Fuel
Spent LWR fuel is transformed into DUPIC fuel for burning again in the HWR; hence there can
be a reduction in the repository requirements for direct disposal of LWR spent fuel.

• Saving of Natural Uranium and Enrichment
Since the DUPIC fuel would replace natural uranium (or other enrichment) fuel for the HWR,
significant resource saving can be expected in the corresponding LWR-DUPIC cycle. The



environmental impact of mining the equivalent amount of uranium and its enrichment would
also be avoided.

• Reduction of Spent Fuel Arising from HWR
Since the DUPIC fuel can increase the HWR burn-up (as a result of the two-fold increase in
fissile content, compared to natural uranium), a further reduction in spent fuel arising from
HWR can be expected using the synergism of the DUPIC fuel cycle.

• Disposal Impact
Our ongoing DUPIC program has recently revealed one interesting benefit pertaining to the
geological disposal of spent DUPIC fuel. The DUPIC processing, and subsequent irradiation in
a CANDU reactor, results in a decay heat curve with time for the spent DUPIC fuel which is
very similar to that of the original spent PWR fuel, before recycling. Hence, significant
additional energy can be derived from the spent PWR fuel, without incurring an additional
burden in decay heat [5].

It would be interesting to size up the "burn again" effects of the DUPIC alternative in terms of non
proliferation and environmental significance for civilian nuclear power, on global dimension, now and the
future.

3. COMPLIANCE WITH PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

3.1. Spent Fuel Standard

One aspect of nuclear fuel cycle which calls for a special consideration, especially in the backend of
the fuel cycle, is the proliferation risk of special nuclear materials (SNM). The international implications
of this issue were extensively assessed by the ENFCE (International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation) in late
seventies, suggesting some technical means to enhance deterrence to access to special nuclear materials in
the conventional recycle stream, such as: partial decontamination, spiking with fission products, and
denaturing. Recently, the US National Academy of Science suggested the concept of the "Spent Fuel
Standard" as a criterion for disposition of excess plutonium. The key idea behind the SFS is to utilize the
hostile conditions of spent nuclear fuel, as an inherent barrier to any clandestine access to the nuclear
material contained therein [6]. In this sense, the SFS may be regarded as a renewal of the various past
concepts, discussed at the time of INFCE.

3.2. PIPEX Concept

As described previously, the DUPIC fuel cycle concept has technical characteristics that comply
naturally with the SFS, at all steps along the DUPIC linkage between LWR and HWR. In addition to the
absence of any separation of SNM involved in the DUPIC fuel fabrication, the inherently hostile
conditions of spent fuel material during re-fabrication require a heavily shielded enclosure all around the
fuel fabrication processes, linked with safeguards surveillance systems, which constitute multiple layers of
security. The DUPIC processing is self-contained, and there is no transport of intermediate materials
outside of the facility: spent LWR fuel enters the facility, and fresh CANDU-DUPIC fuel leaves. This
feature of the DUPIC technology is perfectly concordant with the PIPEX concept as was proposed during
the INFCE [7J.

3.3. Plutonium Burnout

This aspect of the "bum again" effect by DUPIC may perhaps be the most important one in the
long-term perspective of nonproliferation in that some regard the spent fuel repository as a potential
"plutonium mine". With its radioactivity and heat in spent LWR fuel disappearing to a level of enrichment
tails DUPIC would be the best known technology applicable to the huge amount of stockpile.



4. SAFEGUARDS SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

4.1. Plutonium Accounting in spent LWR fuel

The proliferation resistance inherent in the DUPIC fuel cycle has to be paired with commensurate
safeguards systems for assurance of nonproliferation compliance. It was pointed out that the deterrent
nature of radioactive fuel materials to human access, as a proliferation resistance in the sense of spent fuel
standard, can be a hindrance to measurements for nuclear material accountability at the same time, and
thus construed as a negative factor for safeguards. This is a technical question that could be coped with
development of adequate measurement system.

Conscious of such need, collaborative efforts have been made between KAERI and LANL in the
DUPIC program to develop non-destructive safeguards devices to measure SNM content in spent fuel for
accountability[8]. The DUPIC program has already demonstrated successful results from this work,
which will hopefully contribute to other international safeguards applications.

4.2. Neutron Coincidence Counter

A well-type neutron coincidence counter (DUPIC Safeguards Neutron Counter, DSNC) with
substantial shielding to protect the system from high gamma radiation from the spent fuel was designed
and fabricated to measure the amount of curium in the fuel bundle and associated process samples in the
DUPIC fuel cycle.[9] Pu and U contents are inferred from neutron measurement, and a neutron
inventory balance can be established in DUPIC process.
A hot experiment with DSNC was carried out to verify the proportionality between the coincidence
neutron counter rate, bum-up and Cm-244 contents as was theoretically derived by LANL. The
performance test was carried out using spent fuel standards in hot-cell environment. The standard source
used for this experiment was a sample taken from a Kori-1 PWR spent fuel assembly, which will also be
utilized in future DUPIC fuel development R&D. The distribution of Cm-244 along the whole length of
a standard PWR fuel rod was well matched with that of code calculation. The results showed that DSNC
was reliable technology for use in DUPIC process safeguards. Eventually this neutron measurement
system will be integrated with the C/S system and accountability system for future DUPIC facility.

4.3. Intelligent Containment and Surveillance

In structuring a safeguards system for a DUPIC facility, it is important to continuously monitor the
flow of fuel materials in and out of the hot cells. An experiment with a C/S system was done to study the
effectiveness of a time-synchronized radiation and image monitoring system in the DUPIC process. R&D
efforts are directed at providing an unattended, continuous, integrated surveillance system to meet and
improve the basic functionality of the state-of-the-art in other unattended continuous surveillance systems.
In the system development, particular effort is directed at digital analysis of events by incorporating a
neural network mechanism to selectively draw a conclusion on only significant events throughout the
monitoring period. This was done by integrating the video and NDA radiation sensors in a common time
dimension through image processing, and designing a computer interface for the neutron counting sensor
(DSNM). This system is able to reorganize and alert spent fuel material movement to and from a typical
hot cell system.

5. CONCLUSION

The DUPIC fuel cycle is an emerging alternative for the backend fuel cycle, which could provide a
useful synergism between PWR and CANDU reactors in Korea (and between LWR and HWR, in general).
A key feature of the DUPIC fuel cycle concept is its unique proliferation resistance. Other synergistic



effects include natural uranium resource savings, and reduction in the amount of spent fuel that would
have to be buried in the earth, thus helping to further minimize nuclear energy's environmental impact. In
consideration of the huge amount of spent LWR fuel stockpile to be managed in the future, the DUPIC
option can be a synergistic alternative for exhaustive burnout of the fissile residuals, even without
separating them, taking advantage of the high neutron efficiency of heavy water [10].

Furthermore the inherent deterrence to diversion of DUPIC fuel fabrication is butted with
exemplary development of safeguards system for prospective applications. The developmental efforts of
this precursor technology are now in full swing, under the framework of international cooperation between
KAERI, AECL, LANL, and IAEA in anticipation of multiple benefits on the national and international
level.
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